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PREFACE 
In general relativity certain types of calculations are simplified if one 
deals with a tetrad formalism. On the other hand, certain physical 
problems in general relativity are often conveniently described by 
using a formalism adopted to the geometry of the particular situation. 
The present dissertation entitled'!;? study oftHe tetradformaCisms in 
generd relativity" dQals with a survey of tetrad formalisms and some of 
their applications in general theory of relativity. The original 
contribution is neither expected nor claimed. Emphasis has been made 
on those techniques and approaches of tetrad formalisms which are 
planned to be used in the subsequent work. The dissertation consists 
of four chapters. 
Chapter I is introductory one in which we have given some 
definitions and a summary of the tetrad formalism. The tetrad 
representation of various geometrical quantities, like covariant and 
contravariant vectors, Riemann curvature tensor etc. have also been 
given here along with the Bianchi identities and commutation 
relations. 
Using the result of chapter I, a detailed account of the spin 
coefficient formalism due to Newman and Penrose is presented in 
chapter II. The applications of this formalism along with the 
geometrical and physical meanings of the spin coefficients have also 
been given. The chapter concludes with the Maxwell's equations in 
NP- formalism along with the complete set of Bianchi identities. 
The quantities which behave properly under spin and boost 
transformation lead to the study of the compacted spin coefficient 
formalism due to Geroch, Held and Penrose. The formalism is now 
known as GHP-formalism and forms the contents of chapter III. The 
silent features of this formalism are mentioned and a complete set of 
field equation, commutator relations and Bianchi identities for 
different Petrov types have also been given. 
The non-local part of the gravitational field in general relativity 
is described by 10 components of the Weyl conformal curvature 
tensor. For this field, Lanczos found a potential Labc now known as 
Lanczos potential. Chapter IV is devoted to the study of this tensor. 
The method of general observers has been considered and the 
kinematical quantities such as expansion, shear and twist etc. and the 
equations satisfied by them have been written in terms of the NP-
formalism. The tensorial versions of the earlier results of Novello and 
Velleso about the Lanczos potential for the perfect fluid space-times 
have been written in terms of the spin coefficient. A structural link 
between the spin coefficients and the Lanczos scalars has been 
established and a potential for the Godel solution is obtained. The 
Weyl-Lanczos equations are translated into a GHP-formalism and a 
potential for a Petrov type D space time is found. These results are 
then applied to a Kerr black hole. 
The dissertation ends up with a list of references which by no 
means is a complete bibliography of the work on the tetrad 
formalisms. Only the work referred to in the dissertation has been 
included in the list. 
Mathematical relations obtained in the dissertation have been 
numbered serially in each chapter and so are the theorems. Thus 
equation (15) refers to equation (15) in the current chapter. If equation 
(15) of chapter I is used in any subsequent chapter it will be 
represented by equation (15-1). 
Ill 
CHAPTER I 
THE TETRAD FORMALISM 
1. Introduction 
The standard way of treating problems in general theory of relativity is to 
(^ .onsider the Einstein field equations in a local cocvdinate basis adapted to 
the problem with which one is working. In recent t.:ines it has been proved 
advantageous to choose a suitable tetrad basis of foiu* linearly independent 
vectors, to project the relevant quantities on to the chosen basis and consider the 
equations satisfied by them. This is tetrad form-alism. 
In the applications of the tetrad formalism, the choice of the tetrad basis 
depends on the symmetries of the space time with which we are working, and to 
some extent is the part of the problem. Such tetrad formalisms are often used 
in general relativity to simplify many calculations. The important exzimples are 
the Newmian-Penrose and the Geroch-Held-Penrose formalisms (or in short NP 
and GHP formalisms). A detailed account of these formalisms along with their 
applications are given in chapters II and III, respectively. 
In this chapter, we have given the details of the tetrad formahsm in general 
relativity. This approach will be used to develop the NP and GHP-fonnalisms in 
the subsequent chapters. 
2. The tetrad representation 
At each point of the space-time, we set a basis of four contravariant vector 
ei„) (a = 1,2,3,4) (1) 
where indices enclosed in paranthesis, such as (a),(b),(c),(d) etc. are the tetrad 
indices and z, j , kj etc. are the tensor indices. From equation (1) and the metric 
tensor g,j, the covariant vector is 
e(a)t = 5tfce(a) (2) 
Also, 
.r; Jb) _ c(b) t («) _ c. (3) 
where e, ' is the inverse of the matrix [el^^] (with the tetrad index labelling the 
rows and tensor index labelling the columns). Further assume that 
Haf{b)i = V{a){b) (4) 
where ?]{a)(6) is constant symmetric matrix. 
If ?]('')('') is the inverse of the matrix ?7{a)(6) > then 
„(a)(6) _ M 
V %b){c) - <J{c) (5) 
Also, 
'7(a)(6) e!"^ = 6(6), 
n'^'^^'^a). = ef) (6) 
(a) _ (7) 
To obtain the tetrad components of a given vector or tensor field, we project, it 
onto the tetrad frame and thus 
A(a) = e^^a)jA' = e'A, 
A(-) -.= r]^-)(»)A^,)=ef^A^' = e^''^^A, 
A^ - e|,)A(") = e('')M(,) 
A = e.S'^ U,^ ) = eu)^A^'^ (S) 
and 
T(am - e(„)e-[{,)T,j = e(„)T,(b) 
I ? 1 
Uj --^ e^ e) 2(a)(6) = Ci J(a)j 
(9) 
Remarks: 
(1) If in the above considerations, the basis vectors are orthonormal, then 
Viam =diag ( 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) 
1 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 - 1 0 
0 0 0 - 1 
(2) (i) ?](")('') and ^][a)[b) can be used to raise and lower the tetrad indices even as 
the tensor indices are raised and lowered with the metric tensor. 
(ii) There is no ambiguity in having quantities in which both tetrad and tensor 
indices occur. 
(iii) The result of contracting a tensor is the same whether it is carried with 
respect to its tensor or tetrad indices. 
3. Differential manifolds and related topics 
Differential manifolds are the most basic structures in differential geometry. 
Intuitively, a n-dimensional manifold is a space M such that any point p e M has 
a neighbourhood u C M which is homeomorphic to an open set in /?". To have 
a precise mathematical definition , we need some terminology. 
A chart {u, 0) on iV/ consists of a subset u of M with a map 
(l> : u —y E" (one one and onto or an open subset of £"") 
such that (f) assigns to every point peu a n-tuples of real variables {x^ ,x ,, 
the so called local coordinates of p. 
,.T") 
Two charts {u, 0) and (u', </>') are said to be compatible if the map 0 o </> on 
the image 0(it D u ) of the overlap of u and u is continuous and one to one and 
having a continuous inverse (i.e., homeomorphic) (Fig.l) . 
Fig.1 
An atlas on M is a collection of compatible charts {^la, ^Q) such that every 
point of A/ lies in atleast one chart neighbourhood Ua- Mostly it is not possible 
to cover the manifold v/ith a single chart, (eg. n-dimensional sphere). We thus 
have 
Definition 1: A n dimensional (topological ) manifold consists of a space M 
together with an atlas on M. It is a {C^ or analytic) differential manifold if the 
maps (j)o (f)'^ relating different charts are not only continuous but differentiable 
(respectively, C* or analytic) also. In this case the coordinates are related by 
n-differentiable [C'' or analytic) functions with non-vanishing Jacobian matrix at 
each point of the overlap 
/=x'ix^), det ( ^ I T ^ O (10) 
4. Directional derivatives and Ricci rotation coefficients 
In general , a vector can not be considered as an arrow connecting two points 
of the manifold. To have a consistent generalization of the concept of vectors in 
E^, the vectors on M has to be identified with tangent vectors. 
Definition 2: A tangent vector v at p is an operator (linear functional) which 
assigns to each differential function / on M a real number v ( / ) . This operator 
satisfies the following properties: 
(a) v ( / + h) = v( / ) + vih) 
{h)v{fh) = hv{f) + h^^{h) 
(c) v(c/) = cv(/) , c is constant 
Thus for any constant function c it follows that v(c) = 0. The above definition 
is independent of the choice of the coordinates. A tangent vector is just the 
directional derivative along a curve 'y{t) through p, expanding any function / in 
a Taylor series at p and using above definition it can be shown that any tangent 
vector V at p can be written as 
"'l' (") 
The real cofficients ?/ are the components of v at p with respect to the local 
coordinate system (.x',x^, x") in a neighbourhood of p. From equation (11), 
the directional derivative along the coordinate lines at p form a basis of a n-
dimensional vector space whose elements are the tangent vectors at p. This space 
is called tangent space and is denoted by Tp. The basis < -^z— } is called a 
dx^ 
coordinate basis or holonomic frame. 
Definition 3: The contravariant vector e(a), considered as the tangent vector, 
defines the directional derivative 
i(a) = e, 
and we write 
(12) 
(13) 
[the tangent vector/directional derivative defined by equation (11) leads to 
equation (12) ] where <p is any scalar field, a comma indicates partial differentiation 
and semi-colon denotes the covariant differentiation. 
In general, using equation (13) we define (cf., [18]) 
1(a),(6) ^ ^ A 
^{a)-^j 
= ei,)Va,[eJ„)^,] 
= e\b) fe Ai + < °(a)^i;» 
[using eq. (8)] 
~~ ^(6)^(o)^i;» + 6(6)^(a);t^i 
^ ^(fc)^i;t^(a) + ^\b)^{a)-Ak 
(14) 
[According to Vxf = Xf = X^--^. and V.v ( /> ' ) = {Vxf)Y + / (V^V") it may 
be noted that in a local coordinate basis r)/,. and Va^ when acting on functions 
coincides with partial differentiation with respect to x'^]. 
We define 
7(c)(a)(6) = e(c)^(»)'=;'''(6) (1^ ) 
as Ricci rotation coefficients and equation (14) can now be written as 
A(aUb) = elh)Aj,iel^ + 7(c)ia)(b)A^'^ (16) 
Ricci rotation coefficients defined through equation (15) can equivalently be 
written as 
e(a)k;i = (^th(c){ame^P ( 17 ) 
It may be noted that the Ricci rotation coefficients are antisymmetric in the first 
pair of indices. That is 
7(c)(a)(6) = -7(a)(c)(6) (18 ) 
From equation (17), we have 
e(a)fc;t = eP7(c)(„)(b)e/^ = 7fc(„)i (19) 
which due to the antisymmetry of the Ricci rotation coefficients leads to 
eU, = -lU (20) 
Now, from equation (16), we have 
= ^(a)l(b) (21) 
where 
^4(a)|(;.) = ^(a),(6) - V ^(nXamA^rn) (22) 
is called the intrinsic derivative of A(a) in the direction of e(6). 
From equation (21), we have 
or, 
Ai-. = e("U(„j|(,)ef (23) 
Equation (23) gives the relation between directional (covariant) and intrinsic 
derivatives. 
Lemma : The evaluation of Ricci rotation coefficients does not involve the 
evaluation of covariant derivatives (and thus the evaluation of Christoffel symbols 
is not required). 
Proof : Define a sjonbol X(^a)(b)(c) which is antisymmetric in the first and last 
index as 
A(a)(6)(c) = e(6)i.j e(a)4) - <)eic) (24) 
which can be written as 
A, (a)(6)(c) 
8 
^(°)4) (25) 
But from equation 
f,j;k - f,k-j - -fA^jk " ^kj) 
we can replace the ordinary (partial) derivatives of e^(,)i and e(^h)j by the covariant 
derivatives and we have 
A (a)(b)(c) Hh)iJ - Hb)r,i ^(a)4) 
-Se^,-- -* -" 
= 7(a)(6)(c) - 7(c)(6)(a) ( 2 6 ) 
From equation (26) we have 
7(a)(6)(c) = 2 ['^(°)('')('^) + hc){a){b) + \b){c){a)] ( 2 7 ) 
Also, from equation (24) we see tha t A(a)(b)(c) does not involve Christoffel symbols 
and thus equation (27) does not require calculation of Christoffel symbols and 
hence the evaluation of Ricci rotation coefficients does not involve the evaluation 
of covariant derivatives. 
Also, 
A(a)(6)(c) = -A(c)(6)(a) (28 ) 
5. T h e commutat ion relation and the structure constants 
Given any two vector fields X,Y their Lie bracket is defined as 
and 
[X, Y]f = {XY -YX)f = X (Yf) - Y (Xf) 
CxY = [X, Y] = - [Y, X] = -CyX (29) 
[X, Yf = X'^Yi - Y^X^^ (in a local coordinate system) 
Consider the basis €(„), we have 
and 
e(a)e(6) 
- '-(a)(fc)^(c) 
-«-'(6)(a) (30) 
where C/ w^^ are the structure constants and are twenty four in number. Also, 
'{a){b) 
^(a),e(b) / ia) ^'(b)/ ' i n ^(b) ^(a)Jl (fe) ' (a)J 'J 
7(6)(a) + 7(a)(6)J %)J ,J [using equation (21)] (31) 
From equations (30) and (31), we have 
<c) S' ,(c) 
^(a)(6) - 7(6)(a) 7(„)(6) (32) 
Equation (32) provides the commutation relations. There are twenty four 
commutation relations. 
6. T h e Riemann curvature tensor 
The tensor R^ -^ .^ defined through the Ricci identity 
where 
dn an «jnh _ 
+ 
ik T^a rih . r-i6 -p/i 
^ ij'- ak~^ '-ik'- bj 
is known as Riemann Curvature tensor. Its covarieint form can be written as 
Ai;j;k -~ Ai-kJ — ^hijk-A 
10 
and thus 
iihiikGf^^) = e(„)i.j.A. - e(a),;fc;j (33) 
From equation (21) the intrinsic derivative of the Riemann Curvature tensor is 
which can alternatively be written as 
K a){b)(c)(d)\(n ^jkl(^la)^{bf{cf('i) 
+RiMaflbf(cA<iy,rn^Tf) ^^4) 
Using equation (20), equation (34) reduces to 
R{a)mc){d)\{f) = R{a)(b){c)(d),(f) " Rijknla)m^lbficf(dfTf) 
~Riikiela)'ylb)m%fidfU) ~ -^ifc'^(a)^(6)7{c)me(d)<5(/) 
~R^jkie\a)elbftc)l{d)meTf) 
Now using equations (8) and (9), the above equation reduces to 
R(a)(b){c){d)\{f) = R(a){b){c){dUf) - Rimc)(<i)lla)m^Tf) 
-R{a)j(c)(d)lflb)m^(}) - •R(o)(6)fc(d)7fc)me(/) 
~R(a){b)(c)a[d)m(ff) 
Using equation (6), above equation further reduces to 
R(a){b)(c)(d)\U) = R(a)(b)(c){d),{f) - V^^^'^^hp){a)(f)Riq){b){c){d) 
+7(p)(6)(/)%)(g)(c)(d) + 7(p)(c)(/)^(a){6)(<?)(d) 
+7(p)(d)(/)%)(b)(c){9)] (35) 
11 
which is analogous to equation (22). 
The tetrad representation of the Riemann curvature tensor Khijk is given by 
•R(a)(fe)(c)(d) = Rhijke^aflbflcf(d) 
= [e{a)i-j-k - (^{a)i-kAe\bf{cft<i) t^ ^^^S equation (33)] 
which from equation (17) reduces to 
-4?7(/)(a)(9)ef - eS^^7(/)(a)to);.e?^ - eS^^7(/)(a)(p)4;i}e(6)4)e(d) 
Using equation (18), after simplification, we get 
R{a)mc)(d) = -7(a)(/)(ff),fceF^ef eJ6)eJe)eW +7(a)(/)(s),ieF^ei*^e(j,)4)efrf) 
+7(/)(a)(.){4)ef + e^^e^e\^ey^ 
+7(/)(«)(.){eSSef - eg)4^)}ei,)4)ef,) 
+7(/)(a)(.){e,^ieP - egeK>}e|,)eJ,^ef,) 
U)j9) 
+7(/)(a)(.){7{.'^ef - 7^^4'^}ei.)i)e; 
+7(/)(a)(9){7,¥ - l't•]ePe^,•^^^,f\^ 
12 
R(amic){,l) = -7(o)(6)(r.),(<'.) +7(a)(fc)(./),(.) +7(/)(a)(.9){7(6)(d)^{c) 7(b)(c)^/(J)} 
+7(/)(a)(,9){7(c)(d) - 7(dj(c)}'/((,) 
= -7(a)(f;)(c),(d) + 7(a)((,)(d),(c) + 7(b)(a)(9){7(c)(d) "" 7(d)(c)} 
+7(/)(a)(c)7(6?(d) - 7(/){a)(<i)7(6?(c) (36) 
Equation (36) is antisymmetric in the pair (c) and (d). Also, since the Ricci 
rotation coefficients are antisymmetric in first pair of indices, the total number of 
equations in equation (36) are 6x6=36. 
The Bianchi identities 
Rijlkl;m] = -;:{Rijkl;m + Rijlm;k + Rijmk;l) — 0 
when written in terms of intrinsic deri\'atives and tetrad components can be 
expressed as 
/?(a)(6)[(c)(d)|(/)) = 7 Z ] {-^(<i)('')(c)(d),(/) - •^/^"•'^'"H7(n)(a)(/)^(r,0(f')(c)(d) 
" [(c){d)(/)l 
+7(n)(b)(/)-R(a)(m)(c)(d) + 7(n)(c)(/)-R(a)(6)(m)(d) 
+7(n)(d)(/)^(a)(6)(c)(m)i} (37) 
The Bianchi identities includes 24 distinct equations corresponding to six 
distinct index pairs (i,j;2 7^  j ) , each of which can be associated with the four 
choices for k ^ I ^ m. However, only 20 of these 24 equations are linearly 
independent. 
Thus, the basic equations of the tetrad formalism are 24 commutation relations 
[cf., equation (30)], the 36 Ricci identities [cf., equation (36)] and 20 linearly 
independent Bianchi identities [cf., equation (37)]. For further details and related 
result on this tetrad formalism, see also [18]. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE NEWMAN - PENROSE FORMALISM 
1. Introduction 
The Newinan-Penrose formalism (also known as spin-coefficient formalism) is a 
tetrad formalism with a special choice of the basis vector. The beauty of 
this formalism, when it was first proposed by Newman and Penrose in 1962, 
was precisely in their choice of a null basis which was customary till then. The 
underlying motivation for a choice of null basis was Penrose's strong belief that 
the essential element of a space-time is its hght cone structure which makes 
possible the introduction of a spinor basis. The expanded system of equations 
connecting the spinor components of the Riemann curvature tensor with the 
components of the spinor coimections (spin-coefficients) has become known as 
the system of Newman-Penrose equations {or NP-equations, briefly). It is 
possible that formalism may look somewhat cumbersome with long formulas and 
tedious calculations, and usually creates some psychological barrier in handling 
and using NP-method, but once the initial hurdle is crossed, the formalism offers 
deep insight into the symmetries of the space-time. 
However, from the time elapsed since its first appearance in 1962, the viability 
and convenience of NP formalism have become established. Moreover, in the 
modern literatme, it is generally accepted and widely used. What is the reason 
for siich popularity of NP formalism? Apparently the main reason consists in its 
adequacy and internal adaptability for constructing the exact solution of Einstein 
field equations and for other investigations. In particular, this formalism is 
convenient for the study of algebraic gravitational fields (cf., [4]-[6], [46], [51], 
[66]). 
It is well known that the Weyl tensor determines a set of principal fight 
like vector [principal null direction{pnd)] the mutual position of which is directly 
related to the algebraic type;? of gravitational fields. The integral curves of 
(pnd) principal light like vector fields form a family (congruence) of light curves 
on the spacetime manifold. The properties of such congruences can lead to a 
(•lastsifiratioti of gravit.atioiial fields [33]. If a field of complex light tetrad 
is i-iiosom so that one of the two real hght -hke vectors of the tetrad coincide 
with the so called optical scalars. The NP equations, in such case, which 
relate different optical scalars among themselves, provide a completely definite 
geometric meaning and are helpful in obtaining the sohitions Einstein field 
equations. 
When a complex null tetrad is used to describe the geometry of the space-
time then NP equations provide a considerable simplification in the equations. 
The use of a (Complex null tetrad and the choice of the light coordinates makes the 
NP formalism a convenient tool for the description of a massless fields (photons, 
neutrinos) and gravitational fields. 
The NP equations have proved fruitful in studying the asymptotic behaviour 
of the gravitational fields [64]. From the definition of asymptotic flatness and the 
use of NP system it is possible to study the behaviour of the fields at infinity ([64], 
[33]). These methods along with the idea of conformal infinity, enable Hawking 
to study the gravitational field of a black hole [39]. 
Newman and co-workers [52], estabhshed the relationship between the 
asymptotic properties of the gravitational field and the nature of the motion of 
a body generating the field. In this relationship the integration of NP equa-
tions plays an important role. This formalism has been used by Ahsan [5] 
in investigating the symmetries of the electromagnetic fields and it is found that 
radiative electromagnetic fields always admit Maxwell coUination (i.e. CFij = 0). 
In 2000, Zecca [68] formulated Dirac equation in an empty space-time, by 
considering the static spherically symmetric Schwarzchild geometry. To 
incorporate the curvature into the inherently spinor Dirac equation, the author 
uses the the NP formalism. Later on in 2001, Astefanoaei etal [14] investigate 
the pp-gravitational waves and analyze null and non-space like geodesic, 
emphasizing the behaviom- of a test particle on a spacetime structure with plane 
symmetry. With this aim they used the NP and Lagrange's formalism and 
calculated the spin coefficients, the directional derivatives and the commutators. 
From the NP equations they also calculated the tetrad components of the 
Ricci and Weyl tensors. While Jing, Jiliang [45] in 2002 studied the Hawking 
radiation arising from the electromagnetic field in the Kerr-Newman black hole 
by using the NP formalism. In the same year, Li, Zhong Heng [71] studied the 
gravitational, electromagnetic , neutrino and scalar fields in the Schwarzchild-
deSitter spacetime using the NP formalism. In 2003, Maftei and Astefanoaei 
[60] have calculated the spin coefficients, the dircxitional derivatives, the tetrad 
15 
components of the Ricci and the Weyl tensor in the mill tetrad base 
{ca} = {•m-, "!•, ^ fc} and verify the commutation relations for the metric 
ds^ = a^ (e^M^^ + e~^ Mr/2") + e^^dR^ - e '^^ dT .^ This metric represent special 
(cylindrical and planar) symmetries. Here the gravitational field propagates as 
pp- gravitational waves. The metric is of Petrov type N. The gravitational 
field is radiative and propagates as a transversal gravitational wave in the k-
diret^tion. On the other hand,. Liidwig and Edgar [59] presented an efficient 
technique for finding Killing, homothetic; or even proper conformal Killing 
vectors in NP formaUsm. Zecca [69] discussed the Lagrangian formulation of 
the scalar-field equation in the context of NP formalism with torsion. 
Here the Riemann curvature is decomposed in way that adapts to a preliminary 
decomposition of the torsion spinor. He [70] further derived the Dirac equation 
in a curved space-time with torsion using the two components spinor notation. 
The gravitational part of the Lagrangian is decomposed in a form that is adapted 
to NP formalism. The locally rotationally sjniunetric (LRS) space-times which 
are purely magnetic have been studied by Lozanovski [55] using NP formalism. 
He has also studied the Dirac equation corresponding to uniform electromagnetic 
field space-time with charge coupling. 
Motivated by such vast appfications of NP formalism, this chapter is devoted to 
the study of this formalism. The notations and conventions have already appeared 
in Chapter I. 
2. Complex null tetrad and the spin coefficients 
Instead of the orthonormal basis {e(i),e(y),e(z),e(t)}, Newman and Penrose have 
chosen a null basis comprising of a pair of real null vectors /* and n' and a pair of 
complex conjugate null vectors m' and m* such that 
ViUi = Vfhi = n^nii = n.'^fhi = 0 (1) 
rii = n^Ui = mJ'mi = rh^fhi = 0 (2) 
and the normalization condition 
Vui = 1 , m'fhi = - 1 (3) 
The fimdamental matrix represented by r]^a){b) is a constant symmetric matrix of 
the form 
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V{a){b) MC) 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - 1 
0 0 - 1 0 
(4) 
The null basis {l\n\m\m'} and the orthonorraal basis e*. ^ are related through 
the equations (of., [18]) 
e(i) = r = -^(^(0 + ^(z)) > 6(2) = n'- = ^ ( 6 ( 0 - e(z)) 
6(3) = m' = -7={e(x) + ieyy)) , 6(4) = m' = -7=(e(x) - ie^y)) (5) 
and the corresponding covariant basis is given by 
e^^> = 6(2) = n' , e^"^ = e(i) = I' (2) 
3(3) = _e(4) = _ m ' , e^ ''-^  = -6(3) 
-m- (6) 
The basis vectors, regarded as the directional derivatives [cf., equation (12-1)], are 
obtained as (cf., [18]) 
ei = e^ = D=-- r ^ , 62 = e^  = A = n^^ 
4 c i ^ 3 c - i ^ 
63 = - e = 0 = m •;-- , 64 = - e = 0 = m —— 
ox' ox" 
(7) 
Once a field of complex null tetrad is assigned in a space-time, the tetrad formalism 
can then be used for describing geometric objects. 
The metric tensors in terms of null tetrad are given as 
and 
5ij = e(a)ie(b)j?7 "^^ '^'^  = hn^ + n^ij - rhiVij - fh^mj (9) 
where 
•??{a)(fc) = e(a)ie(b)j9'^ (10) 
In terms of the complex null tetrad the twelve complex functions, known as 
spin-coefficients, are defined through the Ricci rotation coefficients [cf., equation 
(15-1)] as 
1^ ^ 7(3)(i)(i) = e(3)e(i),yeji) 
= m'li-jP = li-jTn'P 
r = 7(3){i)(2) = kjTn'n^ 
^ = 7(3)(i)(3) = li-jm'm^ 
P = 7(3)(i)(4) = k-jm'rn' 
71 = 7(2)(4)(1) = -Ui.jfh'P (11) 
i^  = 7(2)(4)(2) = -nrjm'n^ 
^ = 7(2)(4)(3) = -ni.jm'm^ 
^ = 7(2)(4)(4) = -rirjm'm^ 
e - 2(7(2)(1)(1)+7(3)(4)(1)) 
= ^ ( / . , n ' P - m , . , m ' / ^ ) 
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7 = 2^7(2)(1){2)+7(3)(4J{2)) 
— -{li-ju'v/ — mi-jfri^n^) 
(^ ^ 9(7(2)(1)(3) +7(3)(4)(3)) (11) 
a = 2^7{2)(l)(4)+7(3)(4)(4)) 
It may be noted that the complex conjugate of any quantity can be obtained by 
replacing the index 3, wherever it occurs, by the index 4, and conversely. 
3. The Weyl, the Ricci and the Riemann tensors 
The Riemann tensor is defined through the Ricci identity as 
A,M^ - A,,i,k = R]kA (12) 
For Riemann tensor, we have 
Rijkl = —Rjikli Rijkl = —Rijlk , Rijkl = ~Rijlk , R{ij){kl) = R{kl){ij) 
Rijkl. + Riklj + Riljk — 0 (13) 
The Riemann tensor, Rj^ /t; is antisymmetric in both pair of indices {ij) and {kl) 
and it is unchanged by a simultaneous interchange of the two pairs of indices 
{ij) and {kl). These symmetries lead to the construction of the Ricci tensor (by 
contraction) and the Ricci tensor is defined as 
Rik = g''R^,H (14) 
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The Riemaun tensor can be separated into a trace-free part and a Ricci -part and 
this separation is estabhshed by the Weyl tensor (in n-dimension) as 
Cijki = Rijki. ^^{gtkRji + OjiRik — QikRii — duRjk) 
1 
{9ikg]i - giig]k)R (15) ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) 
so that in 4-dimension, the Weyl tensor is related to the Riemann and Ricci tensors 
throngh the eqnation 
Cijki — Ri]ki — 7.{gikRji + gjiRik — gjkRu — guRjk) 
+-^{9rkgji-gugjk)R (16) 
where R = g''^ R.ij is the scalar curvature. The Weyl tensor has all the symmetries 
of the Riemann tensor and also has the property that g '^C -^fc/ = 0 in contrast to 
g^'Rijki = Rik- The Riemann tensor has 20 independent components, while the 
Weyl and the Ricci tensor have 10 independent components. The Weyl tensor 
is the trace-free (i.e. the contraction with each pair of indices is zero) part of 
the Riemann tensor and the relationship between the tetrad components of the 
Riemarm, the Weyl and the Ricci tensors is given by 
Robed — Cohcd ~ -z{^acRhd + VbdRac — VbcRad — VadRbc) 
+ -^{V<u:Vbd - r)adVbc)R (17) 
where R^d denotes the tetrad components of the Ricci tensor and R, the Ricci 
scalar curvature. 
Rac = if'^Rabcd : R = V'^Rab = 2{Rn - RSA) (18) 
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Since Cabcd i^  trace-free (there are only 10 real components of the Weyl tensor) 
V'^ Cabcd = 0 = Cibc2 + C26CI — Czbci — CibcS (19) 
and the cyclic condition leads to 
C'i234 + ^1342 + Ci423 = 0 (20 ) 
Taking 6 = c (6, c = 1,2,3,4) in equation (19), we get 
C'i314 = ^"2324 = ^"1332 = CiU2 = 0 (21) 
while taking 6 7^  c in equation (19) and using equation (20), we get 
^"1231 = (^1334 , C'i241 = ^1443 , Ci232 = C'2343 
Ci242 = C'2434 , (^1212 = C'3434 (22) 
C1342 = ;-(C'i2i2 — C1234) = - (C3434 — C'1234) 
From the decomposition of tihe Riemann tensor and its symmetries, the various 
components of the Riemann tensor, the Weyl tensor and the Ricci tensor are given 
by 
^"1212 = ^1212 — -^12 + -^R , C1213 = -^1213 — ;^-Rl3 
^^1223 = -R1223 + ^-^23 , Ci23A = -^1234 
C'l313 = -^1313 , 6*1314 = 0 = i?i3i4 - - i ? i i (23) 
Cl323 = 0 = i?i323 + 2-^33 , ^1324 = i?i324 - 7^-^12 
C1334 = -R1334 - 2 ^ 1 3 , ^2323 = -R2323 
C2324 = i^2324 - ;::-R23 , C'3434 = -R3434 9 
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and the additional complex-conjugate relations obtained by replacing the index 3 
by the index 4 and vice-versa. 
In NP formalism, the ten independent components of the Weyl tensor are 
represented by the five (complex) scalars, 
*2 --= -CuA2 = -Cp,rsl''m'irh'n' (24) 
*3 == -Ci2A2 = -Cpgrsl^n^rrfn' 
^^ 4 = -C2424 = -Cpgrsf^^'^'^n^'rh^ 
The tetrad components of Weyl tensor have the following algebraic properties: 
(a) If ^0 7^  0 and the others are zero, the gravitational field is of Petrov type N 
with n} as the propagation vector; 
(b) If * i 7^  0 and the others are zero, the gravitational field is of Petrov tj-^ pe III 
with rf as the propagation vector; 
(c) If ^2 7^  0 and the others are zero, the gravitational field is of Petrov type D 
with r and v^ as the propagation vector; 
(d) If $3 7^  0 and the others are zero, the gravitational field is of Petrov type III 
with r as the propagation vector; 
(d) If ^4 ^ 0 and the others are zero, the gravitational field is of Petrov type N 
with r as the propagation vector. 
By a propagation vector, we mean a repeated principal null vector. 
If ^0 = 'I'l = 0 , the gravitational field is said to be algebraically special (all Petrov 
types except I). A type I gravitational field is called algebraically general. 
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The physical interpretation of ^^ {f = 0,1,2,3,4) is given as : 
^4 represents transverse wave component in n' direction; 
'I'a represents longitudinal wave component in n' direction; 
^2 represents conlomb component in n' direction; 
^1 represents longitudinal wave component in /' direction; 
'I'o represents transverse wave component in T direction; 
The ten components of the Ricci tensor are defined in terms of following foiu-
real and three complex scalars; 
$00 
•^22 
<^02 
*20 
$11 
$01 
$10 
$12 
$21 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
== 
= 
= 
- : ^ - R i i = $00 
- ; ^ ^ 2 2 
- ^ - ^ 3 3 = $20 
- 2 ^ 4 4 
- T ( - R I 2 + -^34) 
- ^ • R l 3 = $10 
- 2 ^ 1 4 = $01 
- 2 ^ 2 3 
- 2 ^ 2 4 
(25) 
^ = ^ ^ = 1 ^ ^ - - ^ - ) 
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4. The commutat ion relation 
Consider the commutation relation [cf., equations (30-1 , 32-1)] 
[e(a), e(fc)] = (7c6a - ')cab)e^ = C^abCc (26) 
Put a = 2,6 = 1, then from equation (7), the left hand side of equation (26) 
becomes 
[6(2), 6(1)] =: 6261 - 6162 ^ AD - DA ^  [A, D] 
and equation (26) can thus be expressed as 
{AD-DA) = (7ci2 - 7c2i)e^ 
= (7112 - 7i2i)e^ + (7212 - 722i)e^ 
+(7312 - 732i)e^ + (7412 - 742i)e'^ 
Since 7112 = 0 and 7221 = 0, above expression reduces to 
( A D - D A ) = -7 i2 ie '+72126^+ (7312-7321) e^ +(7412-7421) e'' 
= -7121A + 7221D + (7312 - 732i)(-^) + (7412 - 742i)(-<^X27) 
Now using the definition of the Ricci rotation coefficients [cf., equation (15-1)] and 
equation (11), we get 
(AD - DA) = (7 -F 7)D + (e + e)A - (f + 7r)6 -{T + Tt)6 (28) 
In a similar manner, we have 
6D-D6 = {a + p-Tt)D + KA-a6-ip + e- e)5 (29) 
6A-A8 = -DD + (r - a - /5)A + A^ + (At - 7 + 7)(5 (30) 
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U-6~6 = ifj. - fi)D + {p- p)A -{a~ (3)6 - (/3 - a)S (31) 
5. The Ricci identities ( N P field equations) 
By considering the various components of [equation (36-1)], we can write down 
a total of 36 equations. But in NP formalism it is sufficient to write only half 
the number of equations (by omitting to write down the complex conjugate of an 
equation). Before writing down the whole set, let us work out how we can obtain 
such equations. We know that [cf., equation (36-1)] 
Rahcd = -7(a)(fc)(c),(d) + 7(a)(6)(d),(c) + 7(6)(a)(g) {7(c)(d) " 7(d)(c)} 
+7(/)(a)(c)7(6)-(d) - 7(/)(a)(c)7((,)(c) (32) 
For example, consider now (1313) component of above expression so that 
-^ 1313 ~ Cnn = -^ 'o = -7i3i,3 + 7i33,i 
+7315(713 - 731} + 7/11733 - 7/13731 
= -7l31,3 + 7133,1 + 731l{7l3 - 731} + 7312{7?3 ' 73l} 
+7313(713 - 731} + 7314(713 - 731} + 7111733 + 7211733 
+7311733 + 7411733 - 7113731 ~ 7213731 " 7313731 ~ 7413731 
On further solving, we get 
— ^ 0 = C'lsia = i?i313 = 7l33,l — 7l31,3 
+7133(7121 + 7431 - 7413 + 7431 + 7134) 
-7131(7433 + 7123 - 7213 + 7231 + 7132) 
Now substituting for the directional derivative [equation (7)] and spin coefficients 
[equation (11)], we obtain 
Da -6K = a{3e - e + p + p) + K{7t - r - 3P - a) + '^Q 
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The complete set of 18 equations are given below, in each case we have 
indicated the components of the Riemann tensor which give rise to that particular 
equation. 
Dp - 6K = {p- + aa) + (e + e)p — KT — n{3a + /? — TT) 
+<^oo, [^ 1314] (33 a) 
Da — 6K = (7(3e - e + p + p) + «;(7f — r — 3/5 — a) 
+ ^ 0 , [Rm3] (33 b) 
DT - AK = (r + 7f)p+(r + 7r)o- + ( e - e ) T - ( 3 7 + 7)K 
+^i + $oi, [Rnu] (33 c) 
Da -~8e = [p + e - 2e)a + fia - Pe - KX - R^y + [e + p)'K 
+$10, [\iR3Au-R12u] (33 d) 
DP -6e = [a + TT) cr + (p - e)^ - (/i + 7 )^ - {a - n) e 
+ * 1 , [^(i?1213-^3413] (33 e) 
D-y - Ac = (r + 7f) a + (f + 7r) ^ - (g + e) 7 - (7 + 7) + TTT 
-i/K + *2 - A + ^U, [^  (^1212 - i?3412] (33 f) 
DX-6'K = {pX + au) + TT^  + (a - /5)7r - Z^ K - (3e - e) X 
+$20, [i?244l] (33 g) 
Dp, ~ 6-K — [pp. + (TA) + TTTf — (e + e) /i — 7r(a — P) — VK 
+*2 + 2A, [R2431] (33 h) 
L>:^  - ATT == (TT + f) // + (ff + r ) A + (7 - 7)7r - (3e + e)v 
+ *3 + ^21, [i?242l] (33 i) 
2G 
AX-6iy = -(/x + /2 )A-(37-7)A + (3a + /? + 7r - f ) i / 
— ^ 4, [-R2442] (33 j) 
5p -6(T = p{a + P)- cr(3a - p) + {p- P)T -{fJ.- /i)K 
(33 k) 
8a-8(5 = {pp - \a) + a a + /?^ - lap + 7(p - p) + e(/i - v) 
-^2 + A + $11, h {Ru3A - Rsm)] (33 1) 
8X-6p = -{p--p)u + {p - fl)Tr-\-p{a + p) + X{a - SP) 
- * 3 + $2i, [R2m] (33 m) 
8u-Ap = (/j,2 +A)X + (7 + 7)/i-i77r + ( T - 3 / 3 - a ) i y 
+^22, [-R2423] (33 n) 
^7 — A/5 = {T — a — P)^ + pT — av — eu — P{'j — 7 — /x) + aA 
+<5l2, [^  (-^ 1232 — -R3432)] 
8T- Aa {pa + Xp) + {T + P - a)T - (37 - 7)cr - Ki^  
+^02, [-R1332] 
(33 o) 
(33 p) 
Ap-Sr = -{pp + aX) + {P-a-r)T + {'y + j)p + i'K 
- * 2 - A, [i?1324] (33 q) 
Aa-Sj = {p + e)i/~{T + P)X + {^-p)a + {P-f)^ 
- * 3, [-(i?1242-i?3442)] (33 r) 
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6. T h e Bianchi identities 
The Bianchi identities [cf.,equation (37-1)] when written in general are very 
long, however in empty-space time (R^j = 0) they have the following form 
D * i - < S ^ o = -'3K<i>2 + {2£ + ip)'^i-{-7v + Aa)^o (34 a) 
/ : )*2-«^^] = - 2 K * 3 + 3p*2 - (-27r + 2a) * i - A*o (34 b) 
D * 3 - ( 5 ^ 2 = - A c 1 ' 4 - ( 2 e - 2 p ) * 3 + 3 7 r * 2 - 2 A * i (34 c) 
D ^ 4 - ^ * 3 = - ( 4 e - p ) * 4 + (47r + 2 a ) ^ 3 - 3 A * 2 (34 d) 
A^Q-6^i = ( 4 7 - / i ) * o - ( 4 r +2/3)^^1-^3(7*2 (34 e) 
A * i - « 5 * 2 == i/*o + (27 - 2/i)*i - 3r«I'2 + 2(7*3 (34 f) 
A1'2-<5*3 = 2i^*i - 3/i*2 + (2/3 - 2 r )*3 + a*4 (34 g) 
A * 3 _ 5 ^ 4 = 3i/*2 - (4/x + 27)*3 + (4/3 - r ) * 4 (34 h) 
The commutator relations [equations (28-31)], the NP equations [equations 
(33)] and the Bianchi identities [equations (34)] form a complete set of equations 
from which the exact solutions of Einstein field equation can be obtained. 
Despite the fact that we have to solve a number of equations, the NP formalism 
has great advantages. All the differential equations are of first order. Guage 
transformations of the tetrad can be used to simplify the field equations. We can 
extract invariant properties of the gravitational field with out using a coordinate 
basis. The algebraic structure of the Weyl tensor can be specified from the very 
begining. 
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We. shall now mention physical and geometrical meaning of the spin coefficients 
and optical scalars. 
For the physical meaning of spin coefficients we consider the propagation of 
the basis vectors along I, n, m or m. Thus, by definition, the first order change in 
a basis vector e(a) when it undergoes an infinitesimal displacement ^ is 
<5e(n)i = e^a)^•j^^ = cf ^ 7(6)(a)(c)ej^ f^ = -7(a)(b)(c)ef'C'''^ (35) 
Therefore the change 6e-f^l in e(a), per unit displacement along the direction c, 
'(a) 
is 
^^ S = -^ma)ic/'^ (36) 
So, in particular, the change in /, per unit displacement along / [using equations 
(6), (11) and (36)] is 
= -7iiie^ - 7i2ie^ - 71316^  - 71416^  
= -7121^ + 7i3i^ + luim 
= (e + e)l — Kffi + Km (37) 
Hi) = -72(6)ie('') 
= — (e + e) n + nm + nffi (38) 
Sm{l) = -73(6)ie('') 
= (e - e) m + 7f/ - KU (39) 
Equation (37), can also be written as [cf., equation 35] 
li-jP -- (e + t)li — Kfhi 4- KTHi (40) 
We also have [from equation (35)] 
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/ (a) {l>) (a) (6) 
+12U^'4^ + m J ? ^ + 72i3ef ^ef) + 72i4e!^^ef 
+73ne!^^4^^ + 73i.ef )ef) + 73:3ef ^ ef ^ + 1^.JP^ 
(4) (1) , (4) (2) , (4) (3) , (4) (4) 
+74iie- 'e) > + 74126- ^e) ^ + 74136! 'e) + 74146! 'e) 
— (7 + l)^j^i ~ T'ljTTii — rljfhi + (e + e) rijli 
—RnjUii — unjfhi — {a + P)mjli + amjrrii 
+pmj'fhi — {a + 0)fhjli + pfhjmi + afhjrhi (41) 
Equation (40) can be obtained by contracting equation (41) with V. 
In a similar manner, we cfin obtain 
n.i.j = - ( 7 + ^)ljni - uljUii + I'ljifii - (e + e) Ujni 
+7rnjmi + nnjfhi + {a + P)mjni — XrUjini 
—firnjfh, + (a + p)fhjni — fiTfij-rrii — XrhjUii (42) 
rn,i,j 
and 
= uljli — rljTii + (7 — ^)l'j'mi + Trrij/j — KUjUi 
+ (e — e) njiTii — finijli + prnjUi + {P — a)mjfhi 
—Xfhjli -f afhjTii + {a — (5)fhjmi (43) 
fh^j — uljli — fljUi + (7 — '^)ljmi + TTUjli — KUjUi 
+ (e — e) Ujihi — iiffijli + pffijUi + {P — a)fhjm,i 
— Xrrijli + amjUi + {a — P)mjmi (44) 
l\, = {e + e)-ip + p) (45) 
nV = (^ + / z ) _ ( ^ + ^) (46) 
mV = -a + Tt-T + l3 (47) 
= -a + TT-f + p (48) m 
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From the definition of the covariant differentiation operators 
D = rVa , A = Z)' = n"Va , 6 = rrfVa , B ^ 8' = fh^Va (49) 
along the direction of the vect.ors of a complex null tetrad, it is possible to write 
eqnations (41-44) in the following convenient forms 
Df = (e + e) r - Rnf - Kixf (50 a) 
D r = (7 + 7 ) r - f m " - r m " (50 b) 
br = {a + 0)r- prrf - avf (50 c) 
b'l" = (a- + ^ ) r - am" - pm^ (50 d) 
Bv^ = - (e + e) n" + Trm" + nm" (51 a) 
D'n" = - ( 7 + 7)n" + !/m" + i^ m" (51b) 
Sn" = -(d' + /3)n" + /im" + Am" (51c) 
<5V = -( t t + ^)n" + Am" + /2m" (51 d) 
Dm" := Tf/" - Atn" + (e - e)m" (52 a) 
D'm" = i?r - r??" + (7 - 7)m" (52 b) 
(5m" - A/" - o-n" + (/? - a)m" (52 c) 
5'm" = /i/" - pn" + (a - ^)m" (52 d) 
Dm" = TT/" - Kn" + (e - e)m" (53 a) 
D'm" =. i^r - fn" + (7 - 7)m" (53 b) 
<5m" == /x/" - pn" + (a - 5)m" (53 c) 
(5'm" =: Ar - an" + (^ - a)m" (53 d) 
Moreover, the covariant derivative of an arbitrary scalar function r] can be 
written in the form VaTj = C^Z^, where C^ are four coefficients to be determined. 
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But, from the definition of the anholonomic derivatives D,D',S and 6' the above 
equation rechices to 
V„ = laD' + UaD - fha6 - TUj' (54) 
The geometrical meaning of different spin coefficients can be summarized in 
the following theorems. 
Let r(/) denote a congruenc-.e of null curves such that the tangent to it form a 
field of light like vectors /''. 
Theorem 1. The null congruence r{l) is geodesic if and only if K = 0 and by 
appropriate choice of affine parameter along r{l) we may chose e + e = 0 (or, 
6 = 0) 
Proof: From equation (37), we have 
61 (l) = (e + e) / - Kfh + Rm 
The curves T{1) are geodesies in the case where 61 (/) ^ I, and therefore K — Q. 
Choosing parameter along r(/) in a suitable way, we can get e + e = 0 
Theorem 2. The null congruence r(n) is geodesic if and only ii u = 0 and by 
appropriate choice of affine parameter along F(n) we may chose 'y + ^ = 0 (or, 
7 = 0) 
Theorem 3. If we choose the scahng e + e = 0 then the tetrad {l\ n\m\m'} is 
parallely propagated along r(/) when /c = TT = e = 0. 
Proof: The proof follows from equations (37), (38) and (39) if we bear in mind 
that under parallel transport along r(/) 
6l{l) = 6n{l)^6m{l)^Q 
Theorem 4. If we choose the scaling 7 + 7 = 0 then the tetrad {l\ n\ m\ fh'} is 
parallely propagated along r(n) when z^ = r = 7 = 0. 
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If H. = c^ 0, tlieii equation (41), reduces to 
l^.. = (-y + j)l-l^ - fljTTii - Tljfhi - {a + P)mjli + amjVfii 
+pmjfhi - {a + P)fhjk + pfhjmi + afhjrh (55) 
Equation (55) leads to 
/l,;.^ ] = - ( « + / ? - T)l{ifhj] -{a + p- f)liimji -{p + p)m{imj] (56) 
and 
l[i:jlk] = {p- p)rh^rnjlk\ (57) 
We also have 
Theorem 5. The null congruence r(^) is geodesic if and only if l^WP^ = 0. 
Theorem 6. The null congruence r(n) is geodesic if and only if n'^D'n-'l = 0. 
From equation (57), we have 
Theorem 7. Let r(/) be a null geodesic congruence then l[i-jlk\ = 0 is equivalent 
to p = p. 
Theorem 8. Let T{n) be a null geodesic congruence then nfj^ nfej = 0 is equivalent 
to /i = /i. 
Since l[i-jlk\ — 0 implies that /' is hypersurface orthogonal (i.e., /' is 
proportional to the gradiant of a scalar field), we have 
Theorem 9. The null vector field / is hypersurface orthogonal if /t = 0 and p = p. 
Theorem 10. The null vector field n is hypersurface orthogonal if j / = 0 and 
H = li. 
Thus, we can say that the congruence of null geodesic is hypersurface 
orthogonal if and only if p is real, P will be equal to the gradiant of a scalar field 
if and only if m addition T = a + (5. 
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(The proofs of these theorems can be foiind in [18]). 
FronTi equations (55) and (57), we can find 
^ = -\{P + P) = e (58) 
^^l..l^"' = -\{P~P? = ^' (59) 
U^,,f^ = e^+\a\^ (60) 
The quantities 6, u and a are respectively, the expansion, the twist and the 
shear of the congruence; and all of them are called the optical scalars. 6, u are 
also defined as 
9 --Rep , u — Imp (61) 
If we take K = e = 0, the equations describing the behaviour of p and a along 
geodesic is given by the equations (33a) and (33b) 
and 
where 
Dp = p2 + aa + $00 = P^+ k ? +*oo (62) 
I)or = cr(p + p) + *o (63) 
$00 = -^Rn =-\Rijl'V 
*o = -CpqrsVw?rm' 
(64) 
From equation (58), equation (63) can be written as 
Do = -29a + ^0 (65) 
Taking the imaginary part of equation (62) (as $oo is real), we have 
Duj=~[p-Vp){p-p) = -29u (66) 
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while taking the real part of equation (62), we get 
Dd = iJ - 6'^- I a |2 -$00 (67) 
Equations (65)-(67) are the standard equations representing the variation of shear, 
rotation and expansion. 
Goldberg-Sachs Theorem : In empty space if /^  are tangent to a geodesic 
congruence whose shear vanishes then the field is algebraically special and 
conversely, (i.e., K = a = 0<^^o = 'I'i = 0). 
The generalization of this t,heorem has been given by Zund [72] and an electric 
and magnetic analogue by Ahsan [3]. 
In the Newman Penrose formalism, the Maxwell's equations ( [33], [64]) takes the 
form 
D^i - ~8^Q = (TT - 2a) $0 + 2p$i - K^2 (68 a) 
D$2-^<E>i = -A$o + 27r$i + (p - 2e)$2 (68 b) 
(^$i -A$o = (/x - 27)$o + 2T<I>I - rT$2 (68 c) 
6 $ 2 - A $ i = -i/$o + 2//$i + (r - 2/?)$2 (68 d) 
where 
$1 = -Fi j ( /V+m^m^) (69) 
$2 = Fijfh'n^ 
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If the Ricci tensor is proportional to the Maxwell stress tensor then the Bianchi 
identities become ([62]) 
{6-T + 4/?)^4 - (A + 27 + 4/i)^3 + 3i/*2 
= $ i A $ 2 - ^ 2 ^ $ 2 + 2 ( ^ i $ i i ' - ^ 2 $ i A - $ i $ 2 7 + *2$2a) , (70 a) 
{6-2T + 2/3)^3 + a^U - (A + 3^)^2 + 2i/*i 
^16^2 - ^2D^2 + 2($i$iM - $2$l7r - ^1^2/3 + ^2^2^), (70 b) 
(6 - 3r) *2 + 2o-^3 - (A - 27 + 2/^)1'i + z/'i'o 
$iA^>o - ^2(5*^2 + 2($i<l>o7 - ^2<^oa - ^I^IT + ^2*iP)-, (70 c) 
(<5 - 4 r - 2/3)*i + 3a*2 - (A - 47 + ^ )^o 
$i6$o - ^2£'$o + 2($i$o/? - ^2$oe - ^ i ^ i o - + ^2^IK), (70 d) 
{D + Ae- /9)*4 - (6 + 47r + 2a)*3 + 3A*2 
$oA$2 - ^ i5$2 f 2(l>o$ii/ - $ i$ iA - $0^27 + ^ i^2 t t ) , (70 e) 
{D + 2e- 2p)*3 + /v*4 - ((5 + 37r)*2 + 2A^i 
$0^$2 - ^lD(^2 + 2 ( ^ 0 ^ 1 ^ - ^i^iTT - $0*2/? + ^1^2e), (70 f) 
{D - 3p)*2 + 2K^3 -(8 + 27r- 2 a ) * i + A\^ o 
$oA$o - ^ i6$o + 2($o'^o7 - $ 1 ^ 0 " - ^o^iT + ^ i ^ i p ) , (70 g) 
{D-2e- 4p)*i + 3 K ^ 2 - (<5 + TT - 4a)*o 
$o<5*o - ^ i ^ ' ^ o + 2(^o4>o/3 - $ i$oe - $o*&i«7 + <I>I*IK). (70 h) 
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In full, they lead 
^'I'o - D * ! + D^\n - •^&oo = (4ct - TT) *o - 2(2p + e)^ i + 3 K ^ 2 
+(7f - 2a - 2/?)$oo + 2(e + p)$oi 
+2(T<i>io - 2 K $ H - K$o2 (71 a) 
A*o -6'^i + D^Q2 - 6$, 01 (47 - /i)'J'o - 2 ( 2 T + /3)'I'i + 3a ' t2 
+ ( 2 e - 2 e + p)$o2 + 2(7f-/?)$oi 
+ 2 a $ i i - 2/t$i2 - A$oo (71 b) 
M/3 - L"&4 + 5^21 - A<|)2o = ( 4 e - p ) * 4 - 2 ( 2 7 r + Q)'p3 + 3A^2 
+(27 - 27 + /u)$20 + 2 (r - a ) $21 
+2A<I>ii - 2iy$io - (T^22 (71 c) 
A*3 - (5*4 + ^*22 - A< '^2i = ( 4 / 3 - r ) $ 4 - 2 ( 2 ^ + 7 ) ^ 3 + 3i/*2 
+ ( T - 2^ - 2a)$22 + 2(7 + fl)^2i 
+2A4>i2 - 2i/$ii - P$20 (71 d) 
^ ^ 2 - <5*i + A$oo - <5$oi + —£)/? 
J. ^ 
-A*o + 2 (TT - a ) * i + Sp'f 2 - 2K;*3 
+(27 + 27 - /i)$oo - 2 (f + a ) $01 
- 2 r $ i o + 2p$u + ^$02 (71 e) 
A*2 - <5*3 + D^22 - <5$2i + —Ai? CT*4 + 2(/3 - r ) * 3 - 3//'I'2 + 2i/*i 
+{p - 2e - 2e)$22 + 2(7r + /5)$2i 
+27r$i2 - 2At$u - A$20 (71 f) 
D*3 - 6^2 - D^2i + <5$2o - ~SR = -«;*4 + 2(/9 - e)*3 + 37r*2 - 2A*i 
+(2a - 2/3 - 7f)$20 - 2(p - e)$2i 
-27r$ii + 2/i$io + K$22 (71 g) 
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y-^Q + 2(7 - / i )*i - 3 r*2 + 2<7*3 
+ ( f - 2^ + 2a)$o2 + 2(/i - 7)^01 
+ 2 r $ i i - 2p$i2 - P$oo (71 h) 
o 
(27 - /x + 27 - /2)$oo + (TT - 2a - 2r)$oi 
+(7f - 2a - 2r)$io + 2(p + p)^n + ^^02 
+(T$20 - '^^12 - '^^21 (71 i) 
D<I> 12 M>u -(5^02 +A4>oi + -bR {-2a + 2/? + TT - f)$02 + (p + 2p - 2e)$i2 
+(27f - r ) $ i i + (27 - 2/i - /x)<l>oi + i^ <i'oo 
- A$10 + Cr$21 - K$22 (77 j) 
L'$22 - 5<J>21 - ^$12 + A $ i i + -A/? 
8 
(p + p - 2e - 2e)<J»22 + (2/5 + 27r - f )$i2 
+(2/5 + 27f - r )$2i - 2(1^ + /2)$u + z^^oi 
+i/$io - A<J>2o - A*o2 (77 k) 
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CHAPTER III 
GEROCH - HELD - PENROSE FORMALISM 
1. Introduction 
The usefulness ofNP formalism in treating many problems of general relativit.y 
has been dealt in the previous chapter This formalism is simply the normal-
ized tetrad formalism [33] with special choices made for the tetrad vectors - two 
are choosen as real, null, future pointing vectors and the other pair are chosen 
as complex null vectors; the twenty foirr real rotation coefficients combine to 
give twelve spin coefficients and Riemann tensor is decomposed into ten complex 
components. There is a direct correspondence between each equation in the NP 
formalism and its counter part in the general tetrad formalism. 
Slightly less v/ell known is an extension of the NP formalism called the 
compacted spin coefficient formalism or Geroch-Held-Penrose (GHP) formahsm 
[36]. This formalism is clearly more concise and efficient than the better known 
NP formalism. However, GHP formahsm failed to develope its full potential to 
the extent to which the NP formalism has. This formalism (GHP) is on equal 
footing with NP formalism, in the sense that either formalism can be used in 
any one situation, but it leads to considerable simplification in cases where a 
space-like (or time-fike) siu:face (and hence two null directions) may be singled 
out in a natural way. It deals only with quantities that transform properly under 
those Lorentz transformation that leave invariant the two null directions, that is, 
under boost in / - n plane and under rotation in the m — fh plane perpendicular 
to these two directions. 
About 30 years ago soon after the appearance of GHP formalism. Held [40, 41] 
proposed a simple procedure for integration within this formalism and applied it in 
an elegant discussion of Petro type D vaccum metrics. The geometrical meanings 
of the spin coefficients appearing in this formalism have been given by Ahsau [2] 
and Ahsan and Malik [7]. While studying the behaviour of zero rest, mass (ZRM) 
holds when placed in an algebraic-ally space time background, a proffered choice 
of spill dyad is essential and thus leads to the application of GHP formalism in 
suoh situations [32]. 
After a gap of about two decades tliis formalism has again attracted the 
attentionof many workers. Ludwig[56] has given an extension to this formalism 
and consider only quantities that transform properly imder all diagonal 
transformations of the underlying spin frame; that is, not only under boost 
rotation but also \inder conformal rescaling. The role of the commutator relations 
appearing in GHP formalism has been explored by Edgar [23] in extended GHP 
formalism. On the other hand, using GHP formalism, Kolassis and Ludwig [48] 
have studied the space-time which admit a two dimensional groiip of conformal 
motion (and in particular homothetic motion). The so called post Bianchi 
identities, which plays a crucial role in search of Petrov type I solution of Einstein 
field equations, have been studied by Ludwig [57] through GHP formalism. 
The free linear gravity field is a massless spin-2-field which can be described 
by a symmetric spinor '^ABCD satisfying W'^, "^IABCD = 0. The study of such fields 
and multipole fields (hnearly independent retarted solution) has conveniently been 
done through GHP formalism by Herdegen [43]. While, Edgar and Ludwig, in 
a series of papers ([22], [26], [27], [28], [30], [58]) have given a procedure ( a 
clear and better than by Held [40]) for integration within the tetrad formahsm 
which can give some popularity to this less well known formahsm. It is known 
that corresponding to a null tetrad {r,v:^,m\fh'} and a Lorentz transformation, 
there are six transformation laws (i) null rotation about Z' (ii) null rotation which 
leaves the direction of /* and n* unchanged, but rotate m* (and m') in m'- m' 
plane (iii) null rotation about n' (iv) reflection in T- n' plane (v) reflection in rrf-
fh^ plane and (vi) improper complex Lorentz transformation. The effects of these 
transformations laws on the scalars describing the gravitational field have been 
examined by Ahsan et al [9] using GHP formahsm. They have also given some 
of the applications of these transformation laws. Using the method of general 
observers, a study of Lanczos potential has been made by Ahsan et al [10]. The 
kinematical quantities, expansion, shear, twist etc. and the equations satisfied 
by them have been translated by them into NP-formalism, and in the process a 
Lanczos potential for the Godel space-time has been obtained. They have also 
obtained the GHP-version of Weyl-Lanczos equations along with the Lanczos 
differential guage conditions. A potential for a Petrov type D space-time has also 
been obtained. These results are then applied to a Kerr Black hole. 
Keeping in view the vast applications of GHP formalism in solving problems 
of general relativity, this chapter is devoted to the study of this formalism (see 
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also [36]). Some basic material required in developing this formalism has already-
appeared in chapters I and II. 
2. Space-time calculus 
In spinor notation, the most general transformation preserving the two preferred 
null directions and the dyad normalization O'^CA = 1 is given by 
0^ - ^ Xo^ , t^ -^ X-h^ (1) 
where A is an arbitrary (nowhere vanishing) complex scalar field. The pair of 
spinor fields o^ and t^ is called a dyad or spin-frame. The corresponding 2-
parameter subgroup of the Lorentz group (boost and spatial rotation), affects the 
complex null tetrad as follows: 
P —> rl\ v' -^ r-^n' (boost) (2) 
nC —> e'^m' (spatial rotation) (3) 
where the complex vector m' = - ^ ( X ' -l-zY'), and X' and Y' are the unit 
space-like vectors orthogonal to each of /', n' and to each other (i.e., X^Y' = 0, 
Xil' = Xiu' = Yil' = YiU' = 0, XiX' = YiY^ = 1) and r, 6 are related through 
^2 ^ ^gie jj^ terms of the null tetrad, the transformation (1) takes the form 
XXr , n' ^ A-^A-^n' 
(4) 
, T - l i - i \ - 1 \ -_i 
m 
'^ -^ AA-^ m^ . fh' —^ X-^Xfh' 
The GHP formaUsm deals with the scalars associated with a tetrad 
{/\n ' ,m\m'}/dyad [o^ , t^) where the scalars midergo transformation 
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7/ — ^ \"~X'^7] (5) 
whenever the tetrad/dyad is changed according to (2) and (3) or equations (4)/(l). 
Such a scalar is called a spin and boost weighted scalar of type {p,q}. The spin 
weight is -{p — q) and the boost weight is -{p + q)- it may be noted that o'^ and 
i^ may themselves be regarded as spinors of type {1,0} and {-1,0}, respectively, 
and l\'n'-,m\m'- as vectors of type {1,1}, {-1,-1}, { I r l } , {-l)!}^ respectively. 
It is well known that any dyad defines a unique null tetrad Z^ = {/', n\ Tn\iff} 
at each point and, conversely, that any null tetrad defines a dyad imiquely up to 
sign. The relationship is as follows: 
r = 0^0^^', n' = i^l^\ m' = o^l^\ in' = t^o^' (6) 
The twelve spin cofficients (complex fimctions) are as follows: 
K = O'^O'^'O^VAA'OB = mU'Vilj 
a = o^l^'o^VAA'OB = rn'm'-Vilj (7 a) 
p = i^o^' o^V AA'OB = m'fh^Vilj 
T = i^l^' o^V AA'OB = m^Ji'Vilj 
K! = -i^l^ i^\l AA'i-B = fh^n'Virij 
a' = -i^d'^'i'^VAA'iB = m'fh'Vinj (7 b) 
p' = -0^1^' L^VAA'^B = rh^m'Vinj 
T = -O'^O'^'L^VAA'I'B = ffiH'Vinj 
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id 
We recall the definition of the tetrad (dyad) components of the Weyl 
tensor Qohcd (Weyl spinor '^ABCD) and the trace-free Ricci tensor V^oh (Ricci spinor 
^ABC'D>) '• 
*2 = -^ C<^ cd(/"n'/'n'^  + rn'm^rh'') = o'^o''L''J"^ ABCD = '^2 (8) 
*3 = -abcd^'n'-n^m'^ = 0^1^ L^ J'^^ ABCD = '^1 
^4 = -Cohci7fm''rfm^ = i^i^i''i"""^ ABCD = *o 
1 
and 
$00 = -^^11 =-- o-^ o^ o^ 'o^ '^ AB/i'B' = ^00 = $22 
^01 = - ^ R n == O^O^O^'Z^'^ABA'B' = ^10 = *^ 2i 
^^ 02 = --i?33 = O^O^r^'r^'4>^B4'B' = ^20 = $20 (9) 
$10 = -2^14 = O^L^O'^'O^'^ABA'B' = $01 = $12 
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^hi = —ARn + R-M) = 0-^l^O^'l^'^AB/^B' = ^11 = '^11 
4 
<&12 = - - ^ 2 3 = O^i^I^'l^'^ABA'D' = ^ 2 1 = ^ 1 0 
'I'20 - - ^ ^ 4 4 = 6 ^ ^ ^ 0 ^ ' o ^ ' ^ ^ B ^ ' B ' = ^02 = <I>02 (9) 
«>21 - - ^ / ? 2 4 - i^'i^'d^'l^'^ABA'B' = ^12 = $01 
<I>22 = --R22 = i ' ^ t ^ i ' ^ ' ^^ ' ^^^B^ 'B ' = ^22 = $00 
The scalar curvature is defined by 
A = A = A' = ^ i ? (10) 
We shall now make nse of the prime systematically here to denote the operation 
of effecting the replacement 
SO that 
(r) ' = n\ ( n 7 = r , ( m 7 = Th\ (m')' = m' (12) 
This preserves normalization 0^1^ = I and the relationship between a quantity 
and its complex conjugate. Since the bar and prime commute, we write fj' without 
ambiguity. Moreover, the prime operation is involuntary upto sign 
(r,')' = {-ir'r^ (13) 
The components of the Weyl tensor, the Ricci tensor and the spin cofficients 
have the spin and boost of the types as indicated below (see also Fig. 1) : 
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*n : {4,0}, ^>, : {2,0}, *2 : {0,0}, ^3 : { -2,0}, ^4 : {-4,0} 
%o : {2,2}, 4>oi : {2,0}, -^ 02 : {2 , -2}, $10 : {0,2}, $ n : {2,2}, 
4>22 : { -2 , -2} , $21 : {-2,0}, $20 : { -2 , -2} , ^n • {0,-2} 
A = A = A' = ^ / ? = {0,0} (14) 
/ . :{3,1}, a : {3 , -1} , /^ : {1,1}, r : { ! , - ! } , 
K' : {-3, - 1 } , a' : {-3,1}, p' : {-1, - 1 } , r ' : {-1,1} 
where the spin cofficients K'^CT'. etc. defined in equation (7) are related to the 
spin cofficients defined by Newman and Pem:ose [62] as follows: 
u = ~K', A = -a', {1 = -p', n = - r ' , a = - /? ' , 7 = - e ' (15) 
Out of twelve spin coSicients [cf., equation (7)] only eight, given by equations 
(7a) and (7b) are of good spin and boost ([64], [36]) and the remaining four, as 
defined by equation (7c), appear in the definition of the derivatives so that the 
derivative may not behave badly under spin and boost transformations. For a 
scalar rj of type {p, q}, the derivative operators are defined as 
Vq = {D-pe- qe)r] , Vrj = {D' + pe' - q^)r] 
(16) 
Vrj = {6-pp + qp')r] , V'T] = (6' + p(3' - q^)r] 
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where the syinbtjl V and T> are pronounced as l.hom and (:{d)Ui.] V and T> are the 
phonetic symhois for the soft, and hard '/.//'. respectively, and the types of these 
derivatives are 
V : \l.l],V' : {-l.~-i],V: { 1 , - 1 } , P ' : { L - l } 
Fig. 1 
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Alternatively, the operators may be defined in terms of the type {0,0} operator 
(ac;ting on a quantity of type {p, q} = {r + s,r — s}) 
= Vi - rn^Vilj + sfh^ViTTij (17 a) 
by the equation 
Q^ = l^p'+ n,V - m,V'- fh,V (17 b) 
In equation (17 a), 5 and r are the spin and boost weights, respectively. The 
original definition (16) can be obtained by transvecting equation (17 b) with 
l\n^,Tn^ and m\ 
The basic quantities with which we are concerned here are the eight spin 
coefficients K, a, p, r, K', a', /)', r ' and the four differential operators V^T>,V',T>'. There 
is the operation of complex conjugation and also we may consider the prime as 
effectively an allowable operation on the system. 
The effect of the derivative operators in equation (16) is shown in Fig. 1. 
With a scalar of type {p, q} we can associate the point with coordinate {p, q} in 
the plane. Each of the derivative operators in equation (16) has a characteristic 
effect on the type, which can be represented as a displacement in tliis diagram. 
It may be noted that the multiplication of two elements leads to a vector sum 
in the diagram, and if the two elements are added together then they must be 
represented by the same point in the diagram. Since the complex conjugate of 
an element of type {p,q} is an element of type {q,p}, the operator of complex 
conjugation is represented by a reflection in the line p = q. In fact, we define 
V =V ,V'=r',V = V',V'= V (18) 
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then the operator of complex conjugation wiU satisfy 
Vr] = Vfi , Vr]=-Vfi (19) 
Also, if we prime an element of type (p, q] we get an element of type {—p, —q] 
and therefore the prime operation is represented in the diagram by a reflection in 
the origin. The prime will commute with addition, miiltiplication and the complex 
conjugate [but not equation (13)]. Moreover, we have 
[Vr^y - P'V , (P'7/)' = Vv' 
(20) 
(Vrj)' = V'T]' , {V'v)' = VT]' 
3. GHP equations 
As a consequence of the above considerations, the NP equations, the commuta-
tors and the Bianchi identities get new explicit forms. They contain scalars and 
derivative operators of good spin and boost weights only, and split into two sets of 
equations, one being the prime version of the other. We shall present a complete 
set of these equations as follows (see also [2], [36]). 
GHP Field Equations 
VP-VK = p^ + aa-KT- T'K + $oo (21 a) 
V'P'-V'K' = p'^ + a'a'-R'T'-rK' +^22 (21a') 
VG-VK = {p + p)a - (r + f > + *o (21 b) 
V'a'-V'n' = {p' + py~{T' + f)K' + '^^ (21b') 
VT-V'K = ( r - f ' ) p + ( f - T ' ) a + ^ i + <|)oi (21c) 
V'T'-VK' = {r'-f)p' + if'-T)a' + <l'3 +^21 (21c') 
Vp-V'a = [p - P)T + {p'- P')K + <1'I + ^01 (21 d) 
V'p'-Va' = ( p ' - P V + (p - P ) K ' + *3 + >^2i (21 d') 
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VT - V'rr == -pa - ap + r^ + KK + $02 (21 e) 
V'T - Va ^- -pa' - ap' + r'^ + KIR + $20 (21 e') 
V'p - V'T = -pp -Tf- KK - *2 - 2A (21 f) 
Vp'-Vr' =: -p'p-T'f'-KK-^>2-2A (21 f) 
The above list does not, completely exhaust all NP field equations. The 
remaining equations refer to the derivatives of the spin cofficients which are 
spin and boost weighted quantities, and therefore cannot be written like above 
equations, in GHP formalism. Instead they play their role as part of the 
commutator equations for the differential operators V,V',V,V'. These commu-
tators when applied to a spin and boost weighted quantity 77 of type (p, g}, are 
given as follows : 
GHP Commutator Relations 
[V,V']v = { ( f - r ' ) P + ( r - f ' ) P ' - p ( K K ' - r r ' + *2 + $ i i - A ) 
-q{KK' - ff' + I'a + $11 - A)}r? (22 a) 
[V,V]r] = [pV + aV-T'V-KV'-p{p'K-T'a-^^i) 
-g(a'K,-pf ' + $oi)}r? (22 b) 
\V,V']r^ = {[P-p')V-^{p-p)V'-p{pp'-<Ja'^-<i!2-^u-^) 
-q{pp - aa' + *2 - ^11 - A)}^ (22 c) 
together with the remaining commutator relations obtained by applying prime, 
complex conjugation, and both to equation (22b). Care must be taken while 
applying primes and bars to these equations, as r]',f},f}' have types different to 
that of T]. Under the prime, p becomes - p and q becomes —q\ under bar, p 
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becomes r/ and q becomes p; under both bar and prime, p becomes —q and a 
becomes —/;. 
GHP Bianchi Identities (full) 
+f'$oo - 2p$oi - 2cr$io + 2«;$ii - K$02 (23 a) 
P ' * 3 - P ^ 4 - P'$21 + P'$22 = - ^ * 4 + 4p'*3 - 3 K ' * 2 
+T'<|)22 - 2^'$2i - 2(T '$I2 + 2«:'$u - «'<^20 (23 a') 
-3«:*3 - p'$oo - 2f $01 - 2r<|)io + 2p$ii + a$02 (23 b) 
P ' *2 - X^^s - X>$2i + 7^$22 + 2'P'A - cr^4 - 2 r ' ^3 + 3p'^2 
- 3 K ' ^ I - p$22 - 2f'$2i - 2r '$i2 + 2p'$ii + a'$20 (23 b') 
- 2 K ' $ I O - 2a'<^n - p'^20 - 2f$2i + ^"^22 (23 c) 
P'vfo - T>^i - I>$oi + <^E>02 = 3cr*2 - 4 r * i + p'*o 
-2K,4)I2 + 2<T$ii + p<l>02 - 2f'$oi + ^'^00 (23 c') 
73^3 _ 2)'^2 - ^$21 + X'$2o - 2X>'A = 2 (T '* I - 3r''I'2 + 2p*3 
-K*4 - 2p'^io + 2 r ' $ i i + r'$20 - 2p*2i + ^^22 (23 d) 
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p'll/j - x>^^ - 7?'$Q^ + p'$Q2 - 2DA = 2(7*3 - 3r*2 + 2p'*i 
-/c'*o - 2p$i2 + 2r$ii + f $02 - 2p'$oi + «'*oo (23 d') 
C/ZP Contracted Bianchi Identities 
V^n - V'%0 - ^$10 - ^'$01 + 3PA = {p' + p')$oo + 2(/9 + p)$ii 
- ( r ' + 2f )$oi - (2r + f')$io - K4>I2 - K$21 + 2(T$20 + "^^ 02 (24 a) 
V'^n - :P$22 - ^'$12 - T>^n + 37 '^A ={p + p)*22 + 2(p' + p')^ii 
- ( r + 2f')$2i - (2T' + f)$i2 - K'$IO - K'$OI + 2(T'$O2 + ^'*2o (24 a') 
P$i2 - P'^oi - V^u - ^'^02 + 3PA = (p' + 2p')$oi + (2p + p)<J>i2 
- ( r ' + f)%2 - 2(r + f ' )$u - '^'^00 - «$22 + c^$2i + ^'*io (24 b) 
P'$io - P$2i - T)'^n - ^$20 + 3I)'A - (p + 2p)$2i + (2p' + p')*io 
(r + r')$20 - 2(r' + f )$ii - K$22 - AC'^ OO + <^ '*^ oi + (^^n (24 b') 
The contents of the vacciim Einstein field equations can be obtained by putting 
$.4s and A equal to zero in equations (21) and (22). The Bianchi identities (23) 
in this case have the following form 
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GHP Va.ccum Bianchi Identities 
V^i - V'^o = - r ' ^ o + 4p*] - 3K^2 (25 a) 
P ' * 3 - D ^ 4 = - r * 4 + V * 3 - 3K'^2 (25 a') 
rqf2-V'^i = cr'^o - 2r* i + 3/3*2 - S/C s^ (25 b) 
V'^2-'D-^3 = (T*4 - 2r'*3 + 3p'*2 - 3K '* I (25 b') 
V'^A - r>'*3 = 3a'*2 - 4r'*3 + p*4 (25 c) 
P ' * o - ^ * i = 3a*2 - 4r*i +/9'*o (25 c') 
7?^3_X>'*2 --= 2a'*i - 3T '*2 + 2p*3 - K'1'4 (25 d) 
P ' * i - P * 2 = 2(7*3 - 3T*2 + 2/9'* 1 - «:''!'„ (25 d') 
4. GHP equations and Petrov clsissification 
In this section, we shall write down the GHP field equations, GHP commutator 
relations and GHP vaccum Bianchi identities for different Petrov types ([2]). 
(a) Petrov type I : For this type a null tetrad can be chosen such that the 
Newman-Penrose components of the Weyl tensor in that tetrad are 
*i = *3 = 0, *r7^0, r = 0,2,4 
GHP Field Equations 
Vp 
V'p'-
Va 
V'a'~ 
VT-
V'T'-
Vp-
V'p'-
-VK 
V'K' 
-VK 
V'K' 
-VK 
-VK' 
-V'a 
-Va' 
= p^ -\- GU — KT — T'K 
= p'2 + o-'(T'-/c'r'-TAc' 
= (/? + P ) T - (r + f')« + *o 
= (p' + p ' ) (7 ' - ( r ' + f)«:' + *4 
- (r - f')p + (f - r ' )a 
= {r'-f)p' + {f'-r)a' 
= {p-p)r + {p'-p^h 
= ip'- j^y+[p - py 
(26 a) 
(26 a') 
(27 a) 
(27 a') 
(28 a) 
(28 a') 
(29 a) 
(29 a') 
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VT-
DV-
V'p-
Vp'-
-V'a = 
-Vcj' = 
-V'T = 
-VT' = 
—p'a — a'p + T + KK 
—pa — ap + T + K, K. 
—pp — r f — KK — ^2 
-p'p - T'T' - K'K - *2 
(30 a) 
(30 a') 
(31 a) 
(31 a') 
GEP Commutator Relations 
[V,V']V = {{f-T')V + {r-f')V'-p{KK'-TT' + ^2) 
-q{RK - ff' + *2)}^ (32 a) 
[P,P]?] = [pV-VaV-TV-KV-v{p'K-T'a) 
-q[a'-K-pf')}r^ (32 b) 
[D,P']r/ = {{-p'-p')V + {p-p)V''p{pp'-(Ja' + <1>2) 
-q{pp'-aa' + ^2)]r} (32 c) 
together with the remaining commutator relations obtained by applying prime, 
complex conjugation, and both to equation (32 b). Care must be taken while 
applying primes and bars to these equations, as ry', fj, fj' have types different to 
that of T]. Under the prime, p becomes -p and q becomes -q; under bar, p 
becomes —q and q becomes —p. 
GHP Vaccum Bianchi Identities 
V'^o 
X»^4 
P*2 
V'^2 
P*4 
V'% 
V'^2 
= r ' *o + 3K*2 
= T'f4 + 3K'*2 
= (T'*O +3/9*2 
= cr\E'4 + 3p'*2 
= 3a'*2 + P*4 
= 3^*2 + P'*0 
= 3r '*2 + «*4 
V^2 = 3r*2 + «-'*o 
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(33 a) 
(33 a') 
(34 a) 
(34 a') 
(35 a) 
(35 a') 
(36 a) 
(36 a') 
(b) Petrov type II : In this t.ype a null tetrad can be chosen such that the 
components of the Weyl tensor in that tetrad are 
IpQ = \I/^ = \]/3 = 0 , ^ r f^  0 , ?• = 2 , 4 a l s o , K = (T = 0 
GHP Field Equations 
Vp = p^ (37 a) 
V'P'-V'K' = p'^ + a'a'-R'r'-TK' (37 a') 
V'a'-V'n' = (p '+ p > ' - ( r ' + T)/C'+ *4 (38) 
VT = {T-f')p (39 a) 
V'T'-VK' = {T'-f)p' + {f'-r)(j' (39 a') 
Vp = (p - P)T (40 a) 
V'p'-Va' = {p' -p')r' + {p'p)K: (40 a') 
VT = -pa + r^ (41 a) 
V'T'-V(T' = -pa' + r'^ (41a') 
V'P~V'T = - p p - r f - * 2 (42 a) 
VP'-VT' = -p'p-T'f'-^2 (42 a') 
G/fF Commutator Relations 
[V, V']v = {{f - r')V + (r - f')V' - p ( - r r ' + ^2) - q{-ff' + ^2)}^ (43 a) 
[V, P]r? = {pX» - r ' r ' - qpf']ri (43 b) 
p , V']r] = {(p' - p')P + (p - /Z)? '^ - p(pp' + *2) - q[pP + 1'2)}^ (43 c) 
together with the remaining commutator relations obtained by applying prime, 
complex conjugation, and both to equation (43 b). 
GHP Vaccum Bianchi Identities 
2)v^ 4 = r*4 + 3«:'*2 (44) 
p*2 = 3p'I'2 (45 a) 
p ' ^2 = 3p'^2 (45 a') 
P*4 = 3rT'*2 + P*4 (46) 
P'*2 = Sr'^/s (47 a) 
V^2 = 3r<&2 (47 a') 
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(c) Petrov type D : Here 
^ 0 = ^ 1 = ^ 3 = 1^ 4 = 0 , ^ 2 ^ 0 
K a = K = a' = Q 
GHP Field Equations 
Vp 
V'p' 
VT 
V'T' 
Vp 
V'p' 
VT 
V'T' 
V'p - -VT 
Vp - VT' 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
p' 
p" 
(r - f')p 
(r' - f)p' 
{p - P)^ 
(P' - P)r 
r2 
r '2 
-pp — TT-
-p'p-T'f 
-'^2 
- * 2 
(48 a) 
(48 a') 
(49 a) 
(49 a') 
(50 a) 
(50 a') 
(51 a) 
(51 a') 
(52 a) 
(52 a') 
GHP Commutator Relations 
[V, V']ri = {(f - T')V + {T- f')V' - P{-TT' + <i>2) - q{-ff' + ^2)}^ (53 a) 
[V, V]rj = {pV- f'V - q{-pf')}r] (53 b) 
[V, V']r] = {{p' - p')V + (p - p')V' - p{pp' + ^2) - q{pp + ^2)}^ (53 c) 
together with the remaining commutator relations obtained by applying prime, 
complex conjugation, and both to equation (53 b). 
GHP Vaccum Bianchi Identities 
(54 a) 
(54 a') 
(55 a) 
(55 a') 
P*2 
V'^2 
V'<^2 
V^2 
= 
= 
= 
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3p*2 
3p'*2 
3r'vp2 
?>T'^2 
(d) Petrov type III : Here 
n = a = 0 
GHP Field Equations 
Vp = p^ (56 a) 
V'P'-V'K' = p'^ + a'a'-R'r'-TK' (56 a') 
V'a'-V'K' = {p' + p^y-{r' + fy (57) 
-pr = (r - T)P (58 a) 
V'T'-VK' = {T'-f)p' + {f'-T)a' + ^ s (58 a') 
Vp = {p-p)r (59 a) 
V'p'-Va' = {p'-^y + {p-py + % (59 a') 
P r = -a 'p + r^ (60 a) 
V'r'-Va' = -pa ' + r'^ (60 a') 
p'p - PV = -pp - Tf (61 a) 
Vp'~Vr' = -p'p-r'f' (61a') 
GHP Commutator Relations 
[V, V']r] = {(f - T')V + (r - f')V' - p(-Tr') - g(-rf')}r? (62 a) 
[V, V]rj ^{pD- f'V - q{-pf')}v (62 b) 
p , V']ri = {{p' - p')V + {p- P)V' - p{pp') - qW)}rj (62 c) 
together with the remaining commutator relations obtained by applying prime, 
complex conjugation, and both to equation (62 b). 
GHP Vaccum Bianchi Identities 
P'^3 = 4/9'*3 (63) 
X>^ 3 = 2r'*3 (64 a) 
p'^/g = AT'^'3 (64 a') 
V^3 = 2/9^3 (65) 
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(e) Petrov type N : Here 
K = (7 = 0 
GHP Field Equations 
Vp = p^ (66 a) 
V'P-V'K' - p'^ + a V - f t V - T K ' (66 a') 
V'a'-V'ti' = (p' + p ' y - ( r ' + f)«:' + ^4 (67) 
p r = (r - f > (68 a) 
V'T'-VK' = ( T ' - f ) p ' + ( r ' - r ) a ' (68 a') 
I»p = {p-p)r (69 a) 
V'p'-Va' = ( p ' - P V + (P - P)'^' (69 a') 
P r = - a ' p + r ' (70 a) 
V'r'-Va' = - p a ' + T'2 (70 a') 
T '^p - V'T = -pp ' - Tf (71 a) 
Vp'-Vr' = -p'p-r'f (71a') 
Ci/P Commutator Relations 
[p, p ' ]^ = {(f - T')V + (r - r ' )P ' - p ( - r r ' ) - g(-ff')}r? (72 a) 
[P, V\r^ ^{pD- f'V - g(-pf')}?? (72 b) 
p , D']r? = {(p' - p')P + (p - p')P' - p{pp') - q{pp')}v (72 c) 
together with the remaining commutator relations obtained by applying prime, 
complex conjugation, and both to equation (72 b). 
GHP Vaccum Bianchi Identities 
D^4 = r*4 (73) 
P*4 = P*4 (74) 
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5. Weyl scalars and spin-coefficients 
The Weyl scalars ^ j , (i = 0,1,2,3,4), in terms of the spin coefficients and their 
derivatives can be expressed as follows : 
il^ o = {V-p-p)a~iV-T-f)K (75 a) 
^ j = (7? _ p)r - P ' K H-f'p - ( t - r > (75 b) 
^1 = (•]:)-T)p-V'a + pT-{p'-P)K (75 C) 
^2 = -{V' + F^)p+{V'-f)T-KK' (75 d) 
^2 = ~{V + p)p+{V-f)T'-K'K (75 e) 
^3 = (7?'_ p ' ) / _ p « ' + r p ' - ( f ' - r)a ' (75 f) 
*3 = {V'-r')p'~Va' + p'T'~{p-p)K' (75 g) 
^4 = (p'- p'- p')a'- (V'~ T'- f)K' (75 h) 
From equation (75 a) ~ (75 h) it may be noted that 
*o = ^4 (76 a) 
* i = *3 (76 b) 
*2 = *2 (76 c) 
*3 = *'i (77 d) 
*4 = % (77 e) 
The source-free Maxwell equations, in this formalism take the form ([2]) 
V^i - T>'^o = -r'4>o + 2p$i - K^2 (78 a) 
P$2 - V'^o = cr'^o - 2r '$i - p$2 (78 b) 
together with their primed version. Here we have 
$o = o V $ ^ B = - ^ 2 : { 2 , 0 } (79 a) 
$ i = o V $ ^ B = -$ ' i : {0 ,0} (79 b) 
$2 = A^«>AB = $o--{-2,0} (79 c) 
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wliere the symmetric spinor (^AB is related to Maxwell ^ field tensor by 
Fab = ^AB^A'B' + eAB^A'B' (80 ) 
Note down the resemblence between the vacciim Bianchi identities [cf., 
equations (25)] and the source-free Maxwell's equations. 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATIONS OF TETRAD FORMALISMS 
1. Introduction 
Let M l)e four dimensional space-rime endowed with the metric g,j. The 
cnrvature tensor R''^ ;. is defined through the Ricci identity 
Ak;l-J - Ak-j;i = Rtjk-^h (1) 
for the vector field A^ The Riemann curvature tensor can be decomposed as 
follows: 
Rhijk = Chijk + Ehijk + Ghijk (2) 
w here 
Ehijk = 7:{ghjSik + QikShj - QhkSij - QijSkk) (3) 
n 
Ghrjk = ~{9hj9ik - OhkOii) (4) 
S,j = R^J - -Rgtj (5) 
R,, == 4 , , /? = /?: (6) 
The irreducible tensor C/„jfc is the Weyl tensor and satisfies the same algebraic 
properties as that of the Riemann tensor 
The other parts in the decomposition (2) have the same symmetries. Moreover, 
Cl, = 0 , El,^ = Su , Gi^ = ^ % , (8) 
The Weyl tensor is completely trace-less, i.e., the contraction with respect to each 
pair of indices vanishes, and it has ten independent components. A space-time is 
said to be conformally flat if Chi]k=0. 
A consequence of the equations (7) and (8) is the mixed dual property 
Chijk — ^hijk v") 
where 
* Chijk — -VhirsCjf. , Qiijfc — r)''ljkrsCiii (10) 
are, respectively, the left and right duals of the Weyl tensor. 
When the Einstein's vaccimi field equations 
Ri, = 0 (11) 
are imposed then from equation (2) all that remains of the gravitational field is 
the Weyl tensor and it (Weyl tensor) describes the piu:e gravitational radiation 
field. However, when gravitational wa\'es propagate through matter, the Weyl 
tensor is still pertinent. 
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Because the tensors Ehijk and Ghijk are derived from simpler irreducible tensors 
with fewer indices, namely S,j and R, Lancoz [50] thought that the Weyl tensor 
can also be derivable from a simpler tensor field, and this indeed can be done 
through the covariant differentiation of a tensor field Lijk. This tensor field is now 
known as Lancoz potential and satisfies the following symmetries 
(40 conditions) Lijk = —Ljit (12) 
(4 conditions) L\^ = 0 (or, g^^Lku = 0) (13) 
(4 conditions) Lijk + Ljki + Lkrj = 0 (*L*t = 0) (14) 
In this way the tensor field Ljjk, which has atmost sixtyfour independent 
components, has been reduced to atmost sixteen independent components. In 
order to have a perfect match with the Weyl tensor, Lanczos imposed the six 
equations 
4;^ = 0 (15) 
so that Lijk is a field with only ten effective degrees of freedom. Equation (15) is 
known as Lanczos differential guage conditions and is equivalent to 
( 4 + 4);fc = 0 (15 a) 
The Weyl tensor Chijk is generated by Lijk through the equation ([19],[20] and 
[21]; throughout this chapter, we shall use the notations of reference [21]) 
Chijk — Lhij;k - Lhik;j + Ljkh;i — Ljki;h + L(hk)gij + L{ij)ghk — L(^hj)9ik ~ L{ik)gh.j 
2 
+^L^q{9hjgik ~ 9hk9ij) (16) 
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where 
Lij = Lij.k - L-^..j (17) 
The potential field relations of the Lanczos potential to the Weyl tensor as 
given by eqnation (16) are knouai as Weyl-Lanczos relations. 
From equations (13),(15) and (17), the Weyl-Lanczos relation (16) can also be 
expressed as ([19]) 
+ 2^^l;p + ^r,p)9hk + 2(^M;p + Llh^)9ij 
-\iLl,,, + L]HM ~ (^^ '^ ;P + ^ "^^M^ (18) 
The introduction of the potential tensor Lijk for the Weyl tensor Chijk enables 
Lanczos to achieve the gravitational analogue of the potential four vectors A^  for 
the electromagnetic field 
i'ij — -^i-j ^j;i 
(For the sake of completeness, a comparison between the analogies of the 
electromagnetic and gravitational theories is also given at the end of this chapter). 
It is known that twenty Bianchi identities 
Rhijk;l + RhikiJ + Rhilj-k — 0 (19) 
decompose into four irreducible equations 
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G% = 0 (20) 
wliere 
Gij = Rij - -Rgij (21) 
is the Einstein tensor. Moreover, we have sixteen irreducible equations 
4fc;/ = '^ .'^  (22) 
where 
Jijk = Rk[i;j\ - -^gk[iR;j\ (23) 
is known as the Schouten tensor. 
These equations suggest that hke potential field Lj^ fc, the tensor field Jij^ is 
irreducible with atmost sixteen independent components because of its symmetries 
and only ten effective degrees of freedom because of the six identities 
Jri± = 0 (24) 
It may be noted that the right hand side of equation (23) can be expressed entirely 
in terms of covariant derivatives of the irreducible tensor field 5jj, i.e., the trace-
less part of Ricci and Einstein tensors. 
Using equations (16) and (22), Dolan and Kim [19] obtained the following wave 
equation 
•Lijfc -f- Rlpk^t ~ Rjkv^li ~ ^iip^lk + RtkLij 
+Rt,Ll, + RuLl + R!j,,Lfg,, - R^,,L'^9,k = J^,k (25) 
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which on using the identity ([19]) 
Cl,U;t - C]^kLl - Cl^Mk + C],^Lfg,, - Cl^L'^g^k = 0 (26) 
takes the form 
• L , , , + 2Rm^, - RlL% + R^Ll^ - g.kR''L,,t + Q^kR^'L^t - \RU,, = ./,,,- (27) 
so that in empty space there results a remarkably simple wave equation 
OU,k = 0 (28) 
Although the existence of a tensor Lijk as a potential to the Weyl tensor Chijk 
was established by C.Lanczos in 1962, there was a Uttle development in the subject 
for quite some time. Using the spinor calculus a study of the Lanczos potential 
was made by Zimd [73], while the existence of Lanczos potential to a larger class 
of 4-potential and to a larger class of 3-tensors was proved by Bampi and Caviglia 
[15]. Later on using the spinor formalism, lUge [44] proved the existence of Lanczos 
potential in four dimensions and obtained the wave equations for the Lanczos 
potential both in spinor and tensor forms. These wave equations were fiu'ther 
studied by Dolan and Kim [19] who gave a correct version of the wave equation 
appeared in the paper of lUge [44]. A number of identities satisfied by the 3-tensor 
Lijk was established by Edgar [24] and Edgar and Hoglund [29]. An algorithm 
for calculating the Lanczos potential for perfect fluid space-times, under certain 
conditions, was proposed by Novello and Velloso [63]. Dolan and Kim [20] not 
only generalized the results of Novello and Velloso but also made a correction in 
the earlier versions of the Weyl-Lanczos equations appeared in the Uteratm:e (cf., 
Zund [73] and Ares de Parga et al [12]). The guage conditions in a more geometric 
setting were studied by Hammon and Norris [37]. For a larger class of space-times, 
using spinor formalism, the Lanczos potential was obtained by Torris de Castillo 
[67], while using the Newman-Penrose formalism, Lopez-Bonilla, Ares de Parga 
and co-workers, in a series of papers ([12], [13], [17], [34], [35], [53]) obtained the 
Lanczos potential for various algebraically special space-times. Massa and Pagani 
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[61] have shown that in four dimensions the Riemann tensor can not, in general, 
be expressed in terms of a Lanczos potential This result was later on generalised 
by Edgar [25] for n dimensions. The Lanczos potential in Kerr geometry has 
been studied by Bergqvist [16], and a relationship between the Lanczos potential 
and the Ernst potential has been established by Dolan and Muratori [20]. More 
recently, Andersson and Edgar [11] showed that the Lanczos potential can be 
defined in a very simple way directly from the spinor dyad and has obtained some 
link between the Lanczos potential and the spin cofficients for some space-times, 
while Calva, Lopez-Bonilla and Ovando [17] obtained a relationship between the 
spin cofficients and the Lanczos scalars for some space-times. 
For a given geometry, the construction of Lij^ is equivalent to solving equation 
(16) with equations (13), (14) and (15) as constraints; and as seen from the above 
discussion that there are several ways of solving equation (16) although none 
of them are as straight forward as one would like them to be. This chapter is 
devoted to the yet another approach given by Ahsan et al [10] to solve equation 
(16). In section 2 the method of general observers is considered. The kinematical 
quantities and the equations satisfied by them have been written in terms of 
NP-formalism. These results are then applied to perfect fluid space-times and a 
potential of Godel geometry is obtained. Section 3 contains the Lanczos potential 
in terms of GHP formafism. A potential for Petrov type D space-times has been 
obtained and is appfied to Kerr black hole. 
2, General observers and Lanczos potential 
For a gravitational field with perfect fluid source, the basic covariant variables 
are : the fluid scalars 6 (expansion), p energy density, p (pressure); the fluid 
spatial vectors Ui (4-acceleration), Ui (vorticity); the spatial trace-free symmetric 
tensor Uij (fluid shear), the electric {Eij) and the magnetic [Hij] parts of the 
Weyl tensor; and the projection tensor hij which projects orthogonal to the fluid 
4-velocity vector Ui. 
These quantities, for a unit timelike vector field Ui such that Ujw' = 1 
(physically, the timeUke vector field Ui is often taken to be the 4-velocity of the 
fluid), are defined as follows ([31]) : 
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(i) The projection tensor hij is defined as 
hij = Qij - Ui Uj (29 a) 
and has the properties 
h,j - /i,, , /?.f hkj = Kj , fA = 3, k, u^ = 0 (29 b) 
(ii) The expansion scalar 6 is defined as 
e = «;, (30) 
(iii) The acceleration vector ai is given by 
ai — Ui = Ui-j u' (31 a) 
and is such that 
aiu' = Q (31 b) 
(iv) The symmetric shear tensor Uij is defined by 
Uij = h!ih)u^kd) - ^Ohij (32 a) 
and has the properties 
Gi, M^ ' = 0 , (j\ = 0 (32 b) 
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(v) The antisymmetric vorticity or rotation tensor uij is given by 
u!,j = hi hj u\k-i] (33 a) 
This rotation tensor satisfies the equation 
LO. v' = LO,j u^ = 0 (33 b) 1] "• ^tj 
and is equivalent to a vorticity vector 
i,' = ^7]'^'=' co.kUi (33 c) 
so that 
t^ij = Vtjki oj'' w' (33 d) 
where 7?*^ '^ ' is completely anti-symmetric Levi-Civita tensor. 
It may be noted from equations (31 b), (32 b) and (33 b) that ai, a j^ and coij are 
space-like. 
(vi) The electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor as measured by an observer 
with a timelike 4-velocity vector w' are defined, respectively, as {see also [7]) 
Eik = Cijki u' u ' (34) 
Hik =* Ci,,i u' u' = \ri^^ Crr^M u^ u' (35) 
Here both Eik and Hik are space-like, symmetric and trace-less, i.e., 
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E,,k = Ek,. , Eik u^ = 0 , E,k g''' ^El^O (36 a) 
ik Tjt H,k = H,,, //,fcM'= = 0 , H,kr = Hl = 0 (36b) 
The Weyl tensor is said to be purely electric if Hik = 0 and purely magnetic if 
Eik — 0 and in terms of Eik and Hik, the Weyl tensor can be decomposed as 
Cinjk == 2ukUjEik + 2uiUkEhj - 2ukUkEij - 2uiUjEhk 
+ghkEij + QijEhk - QhjEik - QikEhj 
+rf^lupUkHqj - ri^^iUpUjHqk + vfk'^iUpHhq - rjfk'^hUpH^g (37) 
(vii) The covariant derivative of Ui may be decomposed into its irreducible parts 
Uij = aij + -9 hij + Uij + tti Uj (38) 
where hij, 9, ai, aij and Uij are, respectively, defined through (i) - (v). 
(viii) The energy density p and the pressm-e p are given by the energy-momentum 
tensor T^ of the perfect fluid 
Tij = pUiUj -p h^j (39) 
The relativistic equations of the conservation of energy and momentum are 
T^j = 0 (40) 
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We shall now obtain the kinematical quantities and the equations satisfied 
by them in terms of the spin coefficient formalism of Newman and Penrose [cf., 
Chapter II]. These results will then be used to find the Lanczos potential for the 
perfect fluid space-times. 
Let Z' = {/',n',m',m'}be a complex null tetrad satisfying the properties 
(1-3-II). T?he metric tensor g,;j, in terms of the tetrad vectors, can be written as 
gij =•• liUj + Uilj — miTrij — miTrij (41) 
We choose the 4-velocity vector u'' as 
tx' = - ^ ( r + nO (42 a) 
such that 
Uiu' = 1 (42 b) 
From equation (41) and (42), the projection tensor hij [as defined by equation 
(29 a)] takes the form 
hij = l^iUj) - 2m{imj) - -{klj + niUj) (43) 
By virtue of this equation and the properties of the tetrad vectors, condition 
(29 b) can easily be verified. 
The properties of the tetrad vectors also lead to the following relations [see 
also equations (50 a - 53 d -II)] 
kj = (7 + 7)^ j^ i ~ fljrrii - Tljffii + {e + e) UjU 
—Rnjjrii - nnjfhi — (a + P)mjli + amjUii + prrijihi 
—{a + P)fhjli + pfhjmi + a'mj7hi (44) 
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n,.j = — (7 + 'y)lj'n.i — uljUii + uljffii — (e + e) UjUi 
+7mj'mi + Ttnjfrii + {a + P)mjni — XmjTrii — firrijfhi 
+{a + P)fhjni — fifhjnii — Xfhjfhi (45) 
The contractions of eqnations (44) and (45) lead to 
/;, = (6 + e) - (p + p) (46) 
n^, = (^ + /i) - (7 + 7) (47) 
Moreover, from equations (45) and (46), we have [see also equations (51 a,b -II) 
and(52a,b-II)] 
li-jP = (e + e)/i — Rrrii — Kfhi (48) 
hjn^ = (7 + 7)/i - frrii - rrhi (49) 
Ui-jV = — (e + l)ni + Trmj + Txffii (50) 
n-iyn-' = - ( 7 + 7)ni -f- urrii + ufhi (51) 
while from equations (42 a), (44) and (45) we have 
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u,.j = -j={{'y + j)ljk-Tljm,-Tljm^ + {e + e)njli 
v2 
—KUjirii - KU^fhi — (a + P)'mjli + amjiUi + prnfmi 
-{a + P)mjli + prh.jmi + afhjfhi - (7 + ^)ljni + ul^rUi 
+i'ljfhi - (e + e) UjUi + Trn^mj + Ttnjfhi + {a + P)Tnjn, 
-XmjTrii - Jlmjfhi + {a + P)fhjni - fifhjrrii - Xfhjffii} (52) 
so that 
Hi-d) = - ^ ((7 + 7)kjh + (e + ^ - 7 - l)n(jk) + (e + e) n^jUi) 
-{R - TT - a - ^)n(^jmi) - (r + a + ^ - v)l(jm.i) + {o - X)m(^jmi) 
+{p + p- p.- fi)mi^jmi) -{r + a + p- V)l{^jfhi) 
-[K - Tt - a - 0)ni^jini) + {a - X)fh(^jrhi)} (53) 
and 
^[r,j\ = -fdi^ + € + 7 + 7)ny/i] + (a + ^ - r + v)\jmi^ 
+(« + /? - r + i>)/[jmi] - (/t - TT + a + P)n[jmi] 
- ( K - 7f + a + /3)n[jmi] + (p - p + /x - /i)Tn[jmjj} (54) 
Thus, from equations (30), (46) and (47), the expansion 0 in terras of the spin 
cofficients can be expressed as 
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^ = ^ ( e + e - 7 - 7 - p - P + Ai + M) (55) 
The acceleration vector a^ , from equation (31 a) and (52), in terms of the spin 
coefficients is given by 
ai = ^ ( e + e + 7 + 7)'^ t 
H—{{v --K -K- f)mi + (j/ - 7f - K - T)ini\ (56) 
where the vector w, is defined as 
Vi = —p{li-n^ (57 a) 
and is such that 
xh)i = - 1 , vnC = 0 (57 b) 
The symmetric shear Oij [defined by equation (32)] using equations (43), (53) 
and (55), after simphfication can be expressed in terms of the spin cofficients by 
the following equation 
1 _ _ _ 1 1 
^ii = r-yx{(e + e) + P + p - 2 ( 7 + 7 ) - / i - / i } ( v i ' y j - - m i m j - - m i m j ) 
+ - { [ 2 ( Q : + ^) + 7r + f - i / - ¥^{vimj + Vjm,^') 
+-{[2(a + (3) + 7r + T-u- n]{vimj + Vjfhi)} 
{(A — a)mimj + (A — a)Thifhj} (58) 
2v/2 
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While using equations (43) and (54), the rotation tensor [defined by equation 
(33 a)], in terms of the spin coefficients, can be written as 
Uij = ~[\l{a +P)+ 1/+ K —IT — T]{vimj-Vjinfii)} 
+ - { [ 2 ( Q + /?) + P + K - TT - T]{v,rh^ - v^fh^)} 
{p ~ p + fj. - fi}(Tnifhj - fhimj) (59) 
2\/2 
It is interesting to note that from equations (42), (43) and (55)-(59), the 
covariant derivative of Ui [given by equation (52)] can be expressed as 
Ui-j = - ^ hij + a, Uj + aij + u^j (60) 
which is same as equation (38). 
The conservation of energy and momentum [cf. equations (40)] together with 
equation (39) yield 
p+{p + p)e = Q (61) 
and 
(p + p ) a ^ - P y / i ' ^ = 0 (62) 
The momentum conservation equation (62) shows that the acceleration a^  of 
the fluid is determined by the spatial pressure gradiant and we have 
a' = ^-^ (62 a) 
P + V 
From equations (50-11), ( 51-11 ), the properties of the tetrad and equation 
(55), the Newman-Pcnrose version of equation (61) is given by 
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{D + D') p+ V2{2p + p)(e + e - 7 - 7 - p - P + /^  + /i) = 0 (63) 
The definition of the projection tensor enable us to write equation (62) as 
{p + p)a'-p,j {g''-u'u') = 0 (62 b) 
which on using equation (54-11 ) takes the form 
{p + p) a,- {IjD'p + n^Dp - fnj6p - rujS'p) {g'^ - u^v?) = 0 (64) 
Now applying eqiiations (41), (56), (1-3-II) and the linear dependence of the 
tetrad vectors l\n\rrf,m^ in equation (64), it can easily be shown that the spin 
coefficient version of equation (62) is equivalent to the following set of equations 
Dp-D'p = - ( p + p) (e + e + 7 + 7) (65) 
S'p = -^{p + p){i^-'^-'i-f) (67) 
have 
From the definition of u" and t;' and the properties of the tetrad Z" we also 
Uir = Uin^ — —p , Wi m' = Ui m* = 0 (68 a) 
v2 
-ViV- = ViTi' = -y= , Vim' = Vim' ^0 (68 b) 
V2 
.%-^ ^ = k , gijn^ = n^, Qijin^ = m.i, gi^m? = rui (68 c) 
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= QijV^fh^ = gijin'^nP = gijih'^nP = gijm!mP = 0 {68 d) 
gijVv^ — giju'P = gijirCfh^ = gijffCmP = 1 (68 e) 
so that equation (56) leads to 
a^r = -^{c + e + -( + l) (69 a) 
a,.n^  = i ( e + e + 7 + 7) (69 b) 
1 
2 
aiVil — — {u ~ IT - K-T) (69 c) 
aim' — -{U-TT-K-T) (69 d) 
Also, from equations (58) and (68) it can easily be verified that 
aijP = -aijU^ = ~-{2{e + e) + p + p-2{j + j)-[1-ix}vi 
1 {{2(a + /3) + 7r + f - i / - KJrrii 
+ {2(a + /?) + 7f + r - z / - KJmi] (70 a) 
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a,jm^ = - — ^ ( 2 ( e + e) + p + p - 2 ( 7 + 7 ) - ^ - / i } m , 
- - { 2 ( a + /3) + 7f + r - i / - KJVi - —j={\ - a)7ni (70 b) 
1 
a,jm^ = -^{2{e + e) + p + p-2{-f + -f)-fi-n}mi 
6N/2 
1 1 {2(a + P)+n + f-i'- K}V, - —-^(A - a)mi (70 c) 
o i^jfP = -aijTi'P = (TijTi'nP = -aijTn'm^ 
6^/2 
{2(e + e) + p + p - 2 ( 7 + 7 ) - / ^ - / i } (70 d) 
cTij-m'P = -aijm'n^ = —7={2(a + 5^) + TT + r - P - K} (70 e) 
4v2 
(Tij-m F^ = -(jy-m^n '^ = —7-{2(a + /?) + TT + f - i/ - /c} (70 f) 
4v2 
aijm'm^ = 271^'^ ~ ^^ (70 g) 
aijTrC'rrv' 
2^/2 
( A - a ) (70 h) 
While, equations (59) and (68) lead to the following relations 
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uj^jP =LOijnP = —^[{2{a+'$)+v+K-Ty~f}mi + {2{oc+(5)+u+K-T:-T}] {71 a) 
4\/2 
OJ: m^ ^--{2{a-\-p) + v' + K-n-T]v, (71b) 
bJ. 
4 
iOijfh^ ^ ~-{2{a + P) + V + K - Tx - T}V, (71 c) 
uj^jm'V = -uj^jm'r\^ = 7={2(a + /?) + P + K - TT - r} (71 d) 
4\/2 
LOijTn'V = UijTn'n^ = —7={2(a + ^) + i^  + K - TT - r} (71 e) 
4\/2 
ijrP — UijrCP — UijU'rv' = Uijw}m? = uJijTrCm^ = Uijni^m^ = 0 (71 f) 
Prom equations (55), (58) and (59) it may be noted that the vanishing of 
expansion, shear and rotation (i.e., 6 — 0, aij = 0, uiij — 0) give rise to the 
following relations among the spin cofficients 
e + e = - ( 7 + 7) , A - cr = 0 
a + /? = 0 , 7r + f - i / - K = 0 , fl-p = 0 (72) 
The above discussion now allow us to write the results of Novello and Velloso 
[63] (as described by Dolan and Muratori [20]) in terms of the spin coefficients as 
follows : 
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Lemma 1. If in a given space-time there is a field of observers w' that is 
shear-free, irrotational and expasion-free, then the Lanczos potential is given by 
Lijk =-- -K{m[iWj]Mfc - -m[i5j]fc} 
-K{m[jMj]'Ufe - -rriiigjik} (73) 
where u' = —pf^  + vP) 
The Lanczos scalars L^  (i = 0,1,2, 7) in this case are found to be as follows : 
Lo = Ujkl'mH' = --K 
L2 = Lijkm'nH'' = - - L o 
L3 = Lijfcm'n%'= = 0 (74) 
L5 = L,jfc/Wn'= = - L o 
Le = L,jfcmVm'= = 0 
L7 = Lijkfh'n^n'' = -LQ 
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Lemma 2. If in a given space-time there is a field of observers u' which is 
geodetic, shear-free, expansion-free and the vorticity vector is covariantly constant 
(i.e., a,: = 6' = Oij = 0, Ut-j = 0) then the Lanczos potential is given by 
Lijk = —-p{{mimj~mimj)Uk 
+{mim.k - rhinikjUj - {mjfhk - fhjmk)ui (75) 
where u' = --7={l^ + "-*)• 
v2 
The Lanczos scalars Lj (i = 0,1,2, 7) in this case are found to be as follows : 
Li = Lijkl'm^fh'' = -p 
L3 = Lijkm'n^m'' = 0 (76) 
L4 = Lijkl''m^m'^ = 0 
L5 = Lijkl'm^n'' = 0 
L,; = Lijkm'nPm!' ^-p 
Lr = Lijkfh'n^n'' = 0 
It may be noted here that the given conditions of this lemma, in terms of the 
spin coefficients, are equaivalent to 
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^z=u = a = X = 7r = T — 0, a + /3 = 0 
e + e: = 7 + 7 = 0, p = - p = yu (77) 
Dp = D'p = 6p = 6'p = 0 
Remairks : 
1. It has been conjectured bj^  Lopez-Bonilla and co-workers ([12], [13], [17], [35], 
[53], [54]), by considering a number of space-times, that there is some hnear 
relationship between the Lanczos scalars and the spin coefficients. Here we have 
foimd, through equations (74) and (76), some structural link between the spin 
coefficients and the Lanczos scalars and thereby provide a support to the 
conjecture of Lopez-Bonilla a,nd co-workers. 
2. It is known that [31] the Godel solution is characterized by 
ai = 6 = aij = 0 , uji-j = 0 
u = -JuijU'^ = — ^ = constant ([49]) (78) 
2 '' av2 
The Godel solution is not a realistic model of the imiverse but it does possess a 
number of interesting properties. The matter in this universe does not expand but 
rotate. The solution also contains time-Uke lines, i.e., an observer can influence 
his past (for a detailed account of other geometrical and physical properties of the 
Godel universe, see [38]). It may be noted here that the hypothesis of lemma 2 are 
in fact the conditions of the Godel sohition and thus we have obtained, through 
equations (75) and (76), a Lanczos potential for the Godel solution. 
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3. When the equations (76) and (77) are substituted into the NP version [19] of 
the Weyl-Lanczos realtions, we get ^2 = -^P^ which shows that the Godel sohition 
is of Petrov type D (this fact was missing in the paper of Novello and Velloso [63]). 
3. Lanczos potential and GHP-formalism 
In this section the GHP versions of the Weyl-Lanczos relations (16) and the 
Lanczos differential guage conditions (15) are given. These equations are then 
be applied to obtain the Lanczos potential for Petrov type D space-times. As an 
example, the Lanczos potential for the Kerr metric has been found ([10]). 
By projecting the tetrad {l\n\m\-fh'-} on equation (16), the GHP version of 
the Weyl-Lanczos equation is found to be the following set of five coupled linear 
differential equations 
*o = 2PL0 - 27^L4 - 2f'Lo + 6(JLI + 2pL4 + 6KL5 (79 a) 
*i = -p'Lo + PLi - D'L4 - PL5 + ( p ' - p')Lo + (3r - T )Li 
+2aL2 + (f - T)U + (P - 3p)L5 - 2KL^ (79 b) 
^2 = -V'U + VL2 - V'U - VU + f^'Lo + (2p' - p')Li + (2T - f')L2 
+aL3 - a'U + if- 2T')L5 + {p - 2p)Le - KLJ (79 c) 
*3 = V'L2 + VL3 - V'Le - VLj + 2K'L^ + (3p' - p')L2 + (r - f')L3 
-2a'L^ + (f - 3r')L6 + (p - p)L7 (79 d) 
*4 = 2V'L3-2V'L7 + QK'L2-2ffLi-6a'Le + 2fL7 (79 e) 
where the ten independent components of the Weyl spinor are given by the five 
complex quantities ^r,?^ = 0,l,2,3,4 and the sixteen independent components of 
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the Lanczos tensor Lijk are given by the eight complex quantities L ,^ s = 0,1, ...7. 
Ls are known as Lanczos scalars. The spin and boost types as well as the weights 
of these scalars are as follows : 
LQ = LijkVmH^' : (3,1}; spin weight = 1, boost weight = 2 
L\ = LijkVm^fh^ • {1,1}; spin weight = 0, boost weight = 1 
L2 = Lijk'fn!'nH^ : {—1,1}; spin weight = —1, boost weight = 0 
Li = Lijk'm^n^rh^ '• {—3,1}; spin weight = —2, boost weight = —1 
(80) 
L4 = Lijkl^m^m'^ : {3, —1}; spin weight = 2, boost weight = 1 
L5 = Lijkl'^m^n'^ : {1, - 1 } ; spin weight = 1, boost weight = 0 
^6 = Lijk'fftn^m!^ : {—1,-1}; spin weight — 0, boost weight = — 1 
L7 = Lijkfn'n^n'' : {-3, —1}; spin weight = —1, boost weight = —2 
The GHP version of the differential guage conditions (15) is given by the 
following set of three equations : 
V'L2 + PL3 - V'Le - VL7 + 2K,'Li - {p' + p')L2 + (r - f')L3 
~2a'L5 + {f- 3T')L6 + {p + p)Lj = 0 (81 a) 
V'Lo + VL, - V'U + VL^ - [p' + P)LQ + (3r + r')Li 
-2aL2 + (f + T')U - (P + 3/9)L5 + 2KLQ = 0 (81 b) 
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V'U - VL2 - V'U - VLe + K'LO - ( 2 / + p^)L, + (2r - f')L2 
-oL^ ~ a'Li + (f + 2T')L5 - (p + 2p)Le + KLT = 0 (81 c) 
It may be noted from the completeness relation 
Lijk — Kijk + Kijk (82) 
between the Lanczos spin tensor Lijk and the Lanczos scalars Lg (s = 0,1,2, , 7) 
where 
K,jk = LoUijUk + LiiMijUk - UijTUk) + L^iVijUk - MijiUk) - LsVijiUk - L^Uijifik 
+L5{Uijlk - Mijfhk) + LeiMijk - Vijfhk) + LjVijk (83) 
and 
Mij = liTij - IjUi + mifhj - mjfhi 
Uij — —Tiiffij + rijfhi , Vij = knij — IjHii (84) 
we can construct the Lanczos potential which in tern generates the Weyl tensor 
through equation (16). 
Since the GHP formalism has proved useful in the past for studying the Petrov 
type D gravitational fields ([1], [42]) it therefore seems worthwhile to have a study 
of Lanczos potential for such space-times. As the field is of Petrov type D, both 
l^ and n' may be chosen to lie in the direction of the degenerate principal null 
vectors so that 
K = a = K' = a' = 0 (85 a) 
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^0 = * i = ^3 = ^^ 4 = 0 (85 b) 
Thus for a Petrov type D space-time, from equations (85) and (16), the Lanczos 
scalars are 
Li = p , L5 = r , L, = 0 , 2 = 0,2,3,4,6,7 (86) 
Using the GHP field equations (21a - III) - (21f - III) and the GHP Bianchi 
identities (25 a - III) - (25 d'-III) under the assumption (85) (see also equations 
(48 a-52 a'- III) and (54 a-55 a'- III), it can easily be shown that equation (86) is 
indeed a solution of the Weyl-Lanczos relation (16). Hence from equations (83) 
and (86), the Lanczos potential is 
Lijk = 2{p{Mijnk - UijTnk) + r{Uijlk - MijUik)} (87) 
which in turn generates Weyl tensor through equation (16). 
Example: As an illustration of the above discussions, we consider the Kerr space-
time as the tetrad {V-,n^^m"-,rh''} of the GHP formalism is the natural type D 
space-time tetrad for the Kerr space-time. For the Kerr space-time the only non 
vanishing spin coefficients are p, p', r and r ' and the non zero components of the 
Weyl spinor is "^2- From equations (85), the GHP field equations (21a - III) 
- (21f - III) and the GHP Bianchi identities (25 a - III) - (25 d'-III) (see also 
equations (48 a-52 a'- III) and (54 a-55 a'- III)) it is not hard to obtain 
r = -App (88) 
V (89) 
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Vr' = V'p = 2pr' (90) 
*2 = Mp3 (91) 
where M is the mass parameter of the Kerr space-time and the constant of 
integration A satisfies equation Vk = 0 ([16]). 
Prom equations (86), (88) and (91), the Lanczos potential for the Kerr space-
time is given by 
which shows that the Lanczos potential of the Kerr black hole is related to the mass 
parameter of the Kerr black hole and the Coulomb component of the gravitational 
field. Moreover, from equation (86) for a Petrov type D space-time is not unique. 
It can be shown that 
L2 = - T ' , U = -P\ Li = 0 , i = 0,1,3,4,5,7 (93) 
is also a solution of the Weyl-Lanczos equations and consequently a Lanczos 
potential for the Kerr metric, where r ' and p are related through equation (89). 
4. Analogies Between Electromagnetism and Gravitat ion 
The Maxwell-like equation (equation 22) and the Weyl-Lanczos relations 
(equationl6) suggest that there is a close analogy between electromagnetic 
radiation via the 4-potential and the gravitational radiation via the Lanczos 
potential. 
The field equations for an electromagnetic field F^ (= -Fij) are 
Frj,k + Fjk^i + Fk^,, = 0 (94) 
Ft = J' (95) 
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Since the equations (94) are equivalent to the local existence of a 4-potential Ai so 
that 
F,, = W^j{A) = A,,j - Aj,i (96) 
we can omit equation (94) and replace it by equation (96). Thus equations (95) 
and (96) generaliz to the field equations (22) and the Weyl-Lanczos relations (16), 
respectively. 
The gravitational counterpart of the electromagnetic guage invariance 
A, -^ A', = A + X,, W,j {A') = W,j {A) 
is given by 
Lijk —> L^j^, = Lijk + Xijk, ^^hijk {L ) = Wkijk {L) 
while the electromagnetic guage condition 
has the gravitational counterpart as 
The analogies between electromagnetic and gravitational theories have been 
mentioned in a table on the next page (see also [19]). 
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Table 
A comparison between electro magnetic and gravitational theories 
Fields 
Potentids 
Field relations 
Gauge invariance 
^u 
A, 
^.; = = A,,J - Aj ; , 
-- ^i + X,i 
'A') = W.,{A) 
Chijk 
^ijh 
Chijk = ^y[L)kijk 
Gauge conditions . .4' ;, = 0 L,j ;( = 0 
Field equations F'^ -j = J ' C.j/t ' ;( = Ji^k 
Po ;ential wave D/l,- -(- /?,• *^y4fc = J; D/'Ofc + 2/? ;^ 'i^,;< - /?, '/[/_,;:/ 
equation in —Rj L^u ~ QikR^ L^jt 
metier +5j jc/?'" Lpu — ^R^ijk — J^h 
Potential wave DA,- + K,- *Afc = 0 DLofc = 0 
equation in 
vacuo 
Field wave OF,, + W ,Ft, - R' jFu aRh,jk + ^Rhp,[jRk] ' i " 
equation in -2Rr.,jF'' - F.- ' .f,, -Rh^p,R'"' jk + 2R " ^^Rj^n. 
matter + F , ' ;(;. = 0 +2%.;/>i;fc + 2/?i:fh;:];j = 0 
Field wave OF,; + R' iFtj - R' jFu aCn^jk + ^Ch,,yC,^ " , 
equation in —2Rri,jF''' = 0 —Chi ^''C-p^jk — 0 
vacuo 
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